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ABSTRACT

The relationship of measures ot academic ability and
grades with high level accomplishment was exTimined by
reviewing a wide ranging literature. This literature included

studies ot .the highly creative, suestists and tedmicians,
physicians. high- and middle-level inpagers, and high
school. and college students. The Terman studies of the
gifted were. also reviewed. Finally, studies of occupational
attainment and ineothe were exampled. A very wide variety
ot criteria were used in these studies. hi general, the studies
demonstrated low positive relationships between academic
aptitwle anchor grades and accomplishment. The closer
the content ot the measure of academic aptitude to the
demands of the field, the stronger the relationship.

INTRODUCTION

Skepticism about the value of academic ability and

academic success bas grown in rectInt years. Increasing

numbers ot researchers, professional Rsychologists, and
laymen have questioned the importance of high grades and
high scores on academic ability tests. houbts have been
greatest about the role of academic talent in high-level or
creative accomplishment. The purpose of this review is to

examine the research evidence about the relationship

between measures of academic ability and high-level

accomplishment.
It is jmportant to.understand the relationship because

admission to many colleges is based primarily on academic
Academic ability is also a prime consideration 'in

award of scholarships and fmaricial 'aid. Finally,
academic ability and success are often considejations in
hiring people tor jobs in industry, education, Slid govern-
ment. To justify these practices, it needs to be shown that
seleetioln on academic ability leads to the choice oPpeople
ot above avsrage potential who will later contribute to .
their field or position.

Why should we expel.; a relationship between aca lank
alnhty anibor grades.' 'and real-life accomplish tent:'

Although this is a straightforward question, ere

are very few* direct answers to it. Even wIlter4 such AS

Ilerrnstein in 1.Q. In the ilkntucracy do nut discuss the
logic behind the relationship, although they tiikuss a good ,
many studies. More often than not the answers or logic are

presumed and not spetled out.- Perhaps the most bask
assumption is that academic ability 'plays a large or at least
contributing, role in success, in most human activities. The
ordinary person might express this as "you've got to be'.
smart to do a rea115, good job or, to get ahead"with
"Alan" usually meaning that a person would du well in 1,

scho4 or would havtskills that would lead him or her to /
score high on a test of academie ability. In fact, Duncan.

Featherman, and Duncan (1972) obtained a correlation of
.91 between the prestige ratings of 47 occupations and

ratings of the amount of intelligence eacli occupation was
believed to derdand. This belief may be reasonable, since
ino-t attainments are to sonic degree dependsr2t on the
abil ty to read, understand, and analyze written materials,
an on knowledge and understanding of mathematical
concepts such as those represented in academic ability
tests, and the classroom. Ap executivs who, rises rapidly in
a company, an engineer who files a patent, or a writer who
publishes a story arXsually thought tv be."smart in the
sense just described. Put more formally, it is assumed that

highlevel accomplishment includes intellectual denian3s for
its attainment that require a .f,irly high toel of academic
ability. The person with high "icademic talent should ,thus

be able to attain more than theperson with little academic
talent. '

To a large degree tl . idea is implicit iii glading in
schools and colleges. The student who does well in the
classroom is dxprected to be able to do-well in real-life
situations. The classes and curriculums are ileigned.to
prepare students to function as a' citizen and worker in
the general society and in specific occupations and pro-
fessions. Thus, thestudents who do well in class should also
generally do will in the social roles and occupational duties
for which the. classes have.prepared them.

From th s it follows that the stuaents who will be.
must likely tu succeed in society and in particularoccupa-
tions and professions are those who have the most academic
talent aid who have had the greatest success in academie
work. Consequently, admission to colleges and kofessional
schools is_ based primarily,on measures of academic ability
and records of previous grades. Again, the basic assumption
of admissions policies is that the students with the greatest
academic abflity and accomplishment a're the most likely to
do well in coursework, and consequently in society and in
their occupations. Likewise, selection Pm many jobs is also
based to a large degree on measures or records of academie

talents.
Thus, the as.umption that academie ability is an im-

portant, perhaps even required,' element in human a&om-
phshment is reflected in the popular culture, the educa
tional system, admissions practices, and employment

selection. .

Related to, this pervAve view of the role of academic
talent is the meritocratic belief that academk talent should
be a. primary 'reason for admission to schools and careers
and for advancement in those areas: That is, it is much
mole preferable that admission and promotion decisions be

based on academic abilityyrather than on the accidents of
faintly. Wealth; ethnic background, religion, or neighbor
hood. This policy seems fairer to individuals, encourages
healthy competition, and re'iults in Ihe,most ahle holding
positigns of responsibility, in our society. Again this belief is
based on the. idea that academic ability is important in
successful functioning in high-level roles in our society.

Why should we expect to find little relationshiprt
between academic 006 and real-hle accomplishment"

1,4
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A:though Ilk idea that ak.adoim briny b miportant. il
pally it nut inust high ksel aLLumphshinents. pervasive
and .perstiasive, there aiL arguments tig,anst fiRding suLli

relationsh44. The7 first stems frum ,t)ie faLt uf the sheer
'divepity and speofiLity uf human aLtnifies. It seems tm
reasonable, to expeLt aLadenik dblIty tu be highly related

suLLess in suLli divergt:mt areas as Illdnagement, leader
ship. Lunnuunity send ke, icligion, niusiL, tedilikal work,
sLientilk researLh, artistk work, literary work, draniatiL
&Aka), , journalism, etL.,Experts within ctn.!) uf these areas
show even greater differentiation. Fur exaniple, literary
work in different areas is said tu involve very different skills
(e.g., writing short stories is different from writing tupiud
magazine artkles', %4Iiidi is different from man% nus els,
whiLli is different from writing books Ull taLtual miAters,
whiLli i fferent from writing ,sdeularly books, etuj.
[Alarm; these different ty pes uf writing also nnulves dif-
ferent kinds uf skills, as do produung theni and pubhshmg
.ind-promoting them

As this last example suggests, human .aLttfes are
also situationally speofk. A exekutne may do quite wdl
m une Lumpany and poorly in anther ur may du well ur
poorly even in the same Lunipany depundmg un the details
uf his or htir position, the uutunne of a few, key prujoLts,
the quality of subordinates work, ur the LharaLter of
superiors. There are many stories uf suentifiL disLoveues
that were dependent as mudi oil aLudent UII the abihty
uf the suentist. It many Lases, auomphslunent may be

"litre tu the right persun being in the right plaLe at the right
time. Thus, given equally able and equally trained people.
au.omplislitnent may be dependent un the speak sand-
thins pe4ifind themselves in. In sum, peu'ple du su many
things,in sO many Lontexts, that it may be unreasonable tu
expeLt tkadernk dbthty tu be Inghly related tu attainment
in every situation.

Another ieasurt fur expecling little relationship between
aLadeink ability and high-level aLLumphslunent -hes in
the Llefuntions and Lutena of aLLumphshment. ALLomphsh-
ment in many areas is al umplex, multifaLeted thing. For
extunple, Crooks and Campbell (1974), used over 30 me&
sures as Lritena uf managerial suLLess, and found that they
were only muderately.niterLurrelated. Taylor and his asso-
uates used 77 measures to. define physkian performanLe
(Prke et al., 1973). Again the measures and faLtors were
nut highly interrelated. Likewise, many anew uf suLLess
have ambiguous memings. Fur example, annual mLume has
been used as a.Lreriun uf the overall stkeess uf Lollege
gradtnites. This Lriterkm might appear tu be dear, ubjeLtive,
.and applkable tu everyone llowcser, many professions

trs the clergy arid elementary sawl teadling are low
pay ing. Lonversely, having a high inLorne may be due tu
type lucky investments, inheritances, working in higla
profit businesses suLli as uil, ur pusitiuns in family busi
noses. Furthermore, it would be diffkult tu argue that' a
lawyel serving most uf the Litizens uf a small town Who
earned S20,000 a year was less "suLLessfur than a dass-
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mate vsli,, worked in bond transaLtions on Wall Street and
united $100,000. Other aLLomphslinkarts ak so rare as to
Lcll into questiun then apphLabthty ataIs a ppfession.
For L:.ainple, several survey s of Ph.D. psy drulugists lee
fuund that must psyLitulugaAs haye never pubhshed an
attiLle. Even swine Lulleges driq unive&ties. Lidd and
Upset (1975) fuund that 29 petomt a faLulty members

'had never pubhslicd an artkk (ikady hall had pubhshed
(ewer than three) and 59 puLent had never, published a
book (86 pLa Lent had published tewL1 than three). In Lon-
tiast, only 9 perLent had published 31 or inure artkles and
only 6 perLenthad published 5 or mute books.

Other researlets have argued that thL idea of a,single
dominant taltmt, iaiLli as that represented in aLadenik
abthty, is wrung. They Luntend tlut that; are many other
humaii<7iptilailities that plalra rule nr !Within performarke.
Thurstune (1938),,fur example, used faLtor analysis to
identify seven bask aptitudes. Thc Umted States Employ-
ment Service factor-analyzed a vast number of tests 'and
!mated and measured IIIIIe faclurs whkh %4 ett; then related

0,upatiunal Titks. rulally, Guilford (1968) has pru Rased
i ry ofto the requirements for Ut.t.lIpaltlUIls H the DkI aUth

a inudel of the "struLture uf the intellecl- that includes
120 different faclors, the majority uf whiLl lie aims tu

.have demunstrated tu exist. Whatever is the must aLLurate
way tu desuibe human abilities, it is dear that auidenik
LapaLity is only part uf the possible hinge uf abilitks.
Whether It plays the durinnant rule in human aLLumplish-
nient IS al matter of debate. In in) ,asc.ni those situations
where other ibilities play a large rule, it ihay be diffkult
tu show the n dependent effeLt uf aLadennt, ability.

Anotho limitation uf the studks leyiewed here is the
length uf time between the assessment uf auidenn, talent
and the assessment uf aLLunqthshinent. Forsexample, an
investigator may attempt to relate grades in college to
inLonie ut perfunnanwi m a pluf,sahni 40 Lir 15 years later.
Obviously many tlungs Lair happen in 10 wi15 years tu
affeLt an individual's Lareer. The Lhoke uf empla_oyers,
region, and spouse A.an have an mfluerke as Lan auffents,
skkness, and personal problems. There are many nun-
aLadeink nifluerkes even within a speualized profession.
For example, al phy sioan's Lacer Lan be influenLed by his
ur her Lhoke of speclahzation, area uf praLtiLe, hospital
or laboratory, partners, etu Thus, the longer the time
fullownig the assessment uf aLademiL talent, the greater
rule life L,irLunistaikes Lan play, and the lower the relation-
slnp with aLLomphshnient. Of Lutilse, 11 it is true that Ulke
people arc shown tu be tsmait" ni sdiuul u, Lullege, then
they will,Luntinue tu make "smart- deosions throughout

,then Ines and will generally perform better than other
peujik, and these orLuinstanLes will nut have a very pro-
nounced effect on their careers.

Another, mure.teLlnikal reason fur expeLting I ttle de-
monstrable relationship between aLadeink abilit and
aLLumplarnent is the statistkal ni,,idequaLy and unreliabil-
ity of the attend. As suggested earlier, the thstributitins of

1
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many criteria of accomplhhinent may be highly skewed,

others are categorical, such as winning a professional prize
or nut; and -still others represent a summation of very
different behavioys, so their meaning and stability is ques;
tionable. Many criteria are quite unreliable. Fur example,

superiors' ratings's are sometimes btised un the ratings 61
only a single person or are sunnnatiins of ratings of people
who have very different degrees of experience with-the in-
dividual being rated. Other criteria are based on inadequate
records and other sources' of data that adversely affect
tlikqr reliability. The important point is that the lower
the reliability ut th criterion the towel the degree tu which
It can be predicted. In many uf the studies reviewed here
the criteria have moderate relt.tbility at best, limiting the
degree to whieacadenuc ability an be shown' to be
related.

Another technical limitation is the range of academic
ability present in a study,serrircrThe narrower the range of
academic talent, the lower the relationship (hat can be
demonstrated between academic ability and the 4riterion.
Consider, for example, a study of the career successes of
Phi Beta Kavia recipients. Since the students all had
extremely Jugh grades It would be difficult to distinguish
between very succ:essftil and less succdssful .students on the

basis of grades. In contrast, a study of the career successes
of an entire college class would allow a broad range of
academic talent to be studied and students cOuld be dis-
tinguished on the basis of grades. Thys, to be able to show°

a very strong relationship between academic ability or
grades and accomplishment a reasonably wide range of
academic talent is required, something that is seldom the
case in the studies revieiled here.

The effects of restriction of range on the correlation
can. be quite dramatic. For example, if the actual correla-

tion across a told grOup were %30 and only the top half of
the distribution were selected, then the correlation found
would be ..1"); and if only the top 10 pereent'were selected,
then the correlatiOn found would be .12. Most professionals

have been selected for college, graduatzd from college,
admitted to professional school, and gradttated from
professional school, all largely on the basis of their academ-

ic performance. Thus, those whoginter a profession icave

already been selected for academic talent several times,
each time at a higher level. The result is that most pro-
fessions include a rather narroWirange of academic talent.
Similarly, many companies select theiiltaff at least partly
on the basis of their academic record, some also use their

own ability tests. The result here is also a-narro,Ixer range of
academie talent. .

Another technical factor limiting thedemonstitited re,
lationship between academic ability and accomplisIdnent is
the small size of many.study samples and the limitations.of
statistical tests for deMonstrating relationships, This is due
to a basic element of statistical procedures, that their
effectiveness is dependent on the size of the sample. A
statistical procedure has more "power" to correctly detect

.4
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a relationship j's the sample size increases Whit small
samples this power is quite limited, so that true relation-
ships may not be detected and thus the incorrect c'onclu-

, sion readie,d that there is no.relationship. Unfortunately;
many of the studies of the relationship Aween academic
talent and success are based on small samples, so that the
studies may 1/4. on clud e that there is no relationship when in

fact there is one. (The c?ncept of power, as used her, is
somewhat technkal, the reader is referled to Trattner
and O'Lear), 1980.),For example, if the actual correlation
is .30, a research& would ,orreoly detect a significant
correlation only 54 percent 'Cif the time N'S, ith an N

of 50, and 85 percent uf the time witkan,V of 100.
Anothei technical problem is that admissions dedsions

tend tu be compensatory (Dawes, 1971). That is, when an
applicant is low in one admissions meastue, he or 'she may
be admitted un the 'basis of high standing on another. For.,
example, applicants to gkaduate school. who have very low
undergraduate grades will be admitted only if they have
very high aptitude test scores, and vice versa. If these
individuals are then successful in gradufte work, any study
relating their undergraduate grades or test scores to success
may show a small or even a negative relationship This may

be especially oitical when the. criterion is some sort of
creative or high-level accomplishment. For example, appli-
cants with both low undergraduate grades and low test

scores may Le admitted to a chemistry program if the% have

already shown signs of scientific promise (e.g.. by publish;
ing articles on their own original research). Since the
predictor of later high-level accomplishment is earlier

accomplishment in the same arca, a study of the relation-
ship between grades, aptitude test scores, and the scientific
achievements of the graduates of the chemistry program
may showlittle relationship.'

Finally ail argument can be made that to the extent
education is sucecgful in bringing students up to a common
standard of competence, the more difficult it is to demon-
strate a relationship between acadamic ability and accom-
plishment. That is, when an educational progranifor
example: in a profession like medicine effectively prepares
all its students for the demands of a particular occupatign
or profession, it "equalizes" the differences in the academic

ability of the students. If all the students are prepared to
meet successfully the intellectual and personal demands of
occupational or professional work, thoi the differences in
the degree of their success are likely to be 4ue not to their
academic ability to master ad academic program but to
other factors, such as specific skills and personal charac-
teristics. Of course, not all programs can be completely
effective, so the possible influence of' academic talent is
still present, however, to the degree they are effective, the
more difficult it is to demonstrate its potential role.

In sum, there arc many conceptual and technical
reaso, to expect to find little relationship between
academic ability and accomplishment. Whether the in-
fluences that would limit the degret of the relationship

3



.nc strong enough to mask the kind uf relationship
expeted, because, ul th 41JUM disctissed earlier, is an
important cOncern of this rojew. D.isentangling the limiting
influenes tu reach an cgliiiate..of the true iulationship
is the chief work of the review.

Methodologp

Becang the area of lugh-le,vel accomplishment is so broad,
extensive efforts were required to uncover the materials
eventually reviewed. First an ERIC system search was made

fur studies relating accomplishment, achiev6nent, or crea-
tiviLy with grades, academic ability, or test Kores. Then a
systematic search was made thr`oughPsychologwalAbstracts
and College Student Personnel Abstracts on the same
topics. Finally a systematic review of every issue ot 19
journals was conducted for'tbe years 196o through 1982.
These journals were:

American Mucational Research Journal
American Journal of Sociology
American Sociological Review
Applied Psychological Measurement

College and Universittk-
Educational and Psychological Measurement
Intelligence
Journal of Applied Psychology
Journal of College Student Personel
kurnal of Counseling Psychglogy
journal of Creative Behaviori
Journal of Educational Measurement
JMurnal of Educational Psychology -
Jodrnal of Human Resources
Journal of Vocational Behavior
Measurement and Evaluation in Guidance
Personnel Psychology
Research in Higher Education
Sociology of Education

, In addition, the researdi reports of org arazations such
as Educational Teting Serlice (ETS), the American College
Testing Program, and the American Council. on Education
were reviewed for research results retevant to- tlit topic.
Finally; the books dealing with creativity, accomplishment,
success, and human, performance in the ETS, Rider College,
and Princeton University libraries were examined. When
any article or report of research Was uncovered, the me'.
ences to other literature were also examined. Any iftlier
reference that also, seemed to deal With the topic was
looked up. Thus, oentualb , a reasonably thorough exam
niatiun uf the available literature was completed. However,
in niany cases Os was just the beginning. The results of
interest were often buried in obscure, hard-to-find technical
reports or wereludden away in appendixes. Since many of
the articles were not mainly concerned with the question
of the relationship between academic talent and aecoin .
phshment, it was necessary tu review carefully a wide range
of articles that appeared potentially relevant to the topic.

-0
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Onb the studies which inluded some real-life accum-
phshinent or creative belitivioi woe included in this ley iew.
Stuslies which concentrated un "sgis;ativc 1,ersonah4 pro-
files" and otherAata wlm,h not demonstrate actual
achievement were excluded. Studies of children were also
excluded, since few children are cuable of attainments-of
general social Alth tougKstudies of the personlity
clialiwteristies ass lilted. with accomplishment arc im-

:portant (e.g., Deltas, and Gaier, 1970; Golan, 1963), the
personality traits pf -achieving individuals will be discussed
only when they shed light on the question of the relation-
ships of real life accomplishment and.aqdemic"ability.

The subject of this review is related to the studies of
the relationship of cre.:itiviti: and intelligence. It differs
from those studies in it's concentration on real-life accom-
plishment. Most of the creativity-intelligence studies have
only examined the correlation between tests. of creativity
and tests of intelligence. Unfortunately, few "creativity
tests" have been validated against real-life criteria of erea:
tive accomplishment, and when they have, they have done
poorly (Baird, 1972a, I972b; Crockenberg, 1972). There is
a large difference between a ehild's ability to think of 20 '
uses for a brick, and the publication in a scientific journal
of an article describing the results of research.

Different measures of'academie ability and success were
used in the .studies. In most eases, the measure was an
academic admission test or grades received in .an academic
institution. In otbet cases, the measure used was a high4evel
verbal aptitudelest, and in still others, an intelligence test.
The ratter were incWded because most intelligence tests arc
ultimately validated against grades or some otls form of
academic success.

As a recent review of over 300 references on hitt+
ligence testing (Joseph, 1977) concludes:

It appears that the present testing techniquFs-caployed
in, test construction -and methodology in the United
States have been derived from and given impetus by
Binet's original ss.ale of 1905. This ss.ale and his othtirs
which followed (1908, 1911) were a reflection of:
school related abilities and not to be usecl to get at any
congenital or acquired determination of the deficiencies
reflected in the test results (Binet, 1908; Goodenough,
1969; Freeman, 1955; Edwards, 1971). The testing
movement in America to follow (Goddard, 1910;
Terman, 1961; Yerkes, 1915; Wechsler, 1939; Per-
formance Testing, 1917; Group Testing, 1917; etc.)
all seem to have built more or less on the basic Bind
model (both theuretit,ally and nwthodologis.ally) and
thus the tests as derived and validated against the
original and revised Binct st.ales, did then, aud still
do, reflect what the Bich.t scales reflected. higher
mental processes presum41 to comprise intelligence"
as it is refjected in a school environment (Binct, 1908;
Goodeno it, 1949; Edwar4, 1971; Zach, i 972).
(p. 80-81)

Making nmch the same point Anastasi (1976) has
written:
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Iypical Intelligente tests designed fur use in our culture
with bk.houl ae,c children or adults measure largely
verbal abilities, to a lesser degree,they also cover abili
ties to deal with numerical and other abstract symbols.
These arc abilities that predominate in school learning.
Most intelligence tests can therefore be regarded as
measures of scholastic aptitude. (p. 350)

Thus, some 'studies which relate Intelligence scores tu
attamment will be reviewed, along with those using tests
that are clearly measures oracademic ability.

The must diffkult problem in this area is tu define the
criteria uf "success. A great variety of criteria have beca
used with muny dillerent defiwtions, even within the same
category. For example, the criterion of scientific publica-
tions has been studied m a number of way s and is the
subject uf i small literature. The measures used have in-
cluded sell-reports uf publications, counts from vita,
weighted counts, counts in_ various journals, \ citations tu
articles, and indices uf citations per article. However, as
diverse as these criteria are, they can be arranged in a
general order of significance and clarity as indkators of
-success," and the research related tu them similarly
arranged.

Thl plan of this review is tu discuss the criteria and
research in an order ranging from those must clearly
representing high-level atinevement tu those representing
general -success." First to be discussed will be the studies
of al; rughly creative t,unducted by the Institute for Per
sonality -Assessment and Research at Berkeley. . Next, the
work of scientists and physkians will be considered. The
literature un success m the upper levels of business and
industry will then be examined. Then we shall turn tu the
stuales ut the creative and signilkant.accumplishments
college and high school students. Studies of general
"success,': including sociological studies of occupational
attamment, will be examined in the following section.
Finally, the Terman studies of the lives of individuals
with very high Stanford-Binet fQ's will be examined.
Then the implications of this research, along with research
intu the natule orhuman abilities and attainment, will be
discussed.

'STUDIES OF
HIGHLY CREATIVE INDIVIDUALS

A group of studies which are directly related t .) the ques-
tion of the relationship of academic ability to high-level
accomplishment are those concerning highly creative
individuals. Several research programs have been devoted to
this question, especially the histitute for Personality Assess-

, ment and Research at the University of California at
Berkeley. which conducted a series of studies of highly
creative individuals in the fidds of architecture, math-
rnatio, sk fenak rescakh, and writing. The samples, and
the criteria used tu select these.groups, have been described

1 i

by Barron (1965, 1969). The criterion ,was usually peer
ratings biised un the-individuars accomplishincnts. In archi-
tecture, fur example, ati initial list, of wines w us con-
structed from the names nominated as the 40 must creative
architects in the United States.by five senior professors of
architecture at-Berkeley. The individuals selected were also
rated by. 11(.:ditors of major architectural journals. Finally,
the architects who participated in th,e sample ranked eadi
other. A compargon group uf "representative architects"
was also selected from listings in the Directory ofi Arch-,
teas. This group matched the nominees in age and geo-
graphical area uf practice. All the names uf both the crea-
tive and representative arhitects were cast unto a single
list whkh was sent to 19 professois of architecture
throughout the country, the original grolip of 5 professors,
and 6 editors uf architectural journals. All the names were
ranked on a seven-point scale in terms of creativity. Thc
"creative" group received significantly and markedly higher
ratings. The latter.were invited tu the Institute at Berkeley,
where' they were subject to intense assessment, as wcrc thc

acative members of the samples in other fields.
The importance uf thtse studies is that thc definition of

creativity and accomplishment was carefully construeted,
validated, and set at a high level. Only those who had made
trub signifkant contributions to a field were defined as
creative, those who were merely producat'e were exclude].
By calling ,n expert judgment within each field, the groups
identified almost certainb included the most important
figures in tfic fields. This definition would probably satisfy
even the must skeptkal within those fields.

hi some cases "representative" groups werc also ited

tu the live-in assessment, but in must cases they rc not.
Must of the data un the representative groups w, collected
by mail. The measure uf intelligence used im . t le original
studies was the Terman Concept Mastery Test, very slif-

ficult test of vocabulary and analogies.

Becatige of security regulations governing the tse of the
Concept Mastery Test, it could not bc adm istered
either to the comparison group of writyrs or the
comparison groups of architects. The only sample for
which a true comparison group is available is the
Creative Women Mathematician sample, and the ob-
served difference between the "creatives" and the
"representatives" among women mathematicians favors
the former and is statistically, significant. (Barron, 1965,
p. 69) -

However, within the creative architects, MacKinnon
(1962) found that the correlation between Concept
Mastery 'rest scores and mated creativity was -.08, and
Gough (1961) found a similar correlation of -.07 among
the scientists, results that might be eXpected, given the
narrow range of ratings within the creative groups.

In a description of later research, MacKinnon (1968)
reported that

, . we have returned suhsequentl tt') our araitect.s,
mathematicians, and research scientists and adminis-
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tered to da many as weiv willing to cooperate the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.

We have divided the samples of architects and
research scientists into three subsamples, ranging from
the most creative to the least creative. Each sample of
mathematicians, one male and one female, has been
'divided into two groups, a cative group and a com-
parison group. At this point, our most striking finding
is the 4ack of any significant difference in IQ among the
subsamples characterized by different levels of creative-
ness. The n.-an IQs for the three groups of architects
are 132, 131, and 130, for the research scientists, 132,
132, and 132, fur the male mathematicians, 135 and
133, and for the female mathematicians, 129 and/133.
The ranges of IQs are similarly comparable from sub-- sample to subsample: for architects,'120-145, 117-142,

.and, 119-143; for research scibntists, 120-141, 121-142,
'and 114-142; for male mathematibians, 118-152 and
126-138; and for female mathematicians, 118-140 and
118-145. (p. 107)

MacKinnon and Hall (1972) have reported these results
in'more detail along with the results of multiple regression
analyses using rated creativity as the criterion, and con
chided that

. scoring as more intelligent than a colleague does
not guarantee that one will surpass him in creativeness,
as data which there is not time to present in detail
convincingly demonskrate: in every group the multiple
regression equation to predict creativity from WAIS
scores failed to approach significance in cross-valida-
tion. In contrast, multiple regression solutions to
predict the ereatwity of our subjects frolul the st,ales
of the Strong Vok,ational Interest Blank, the Study
of Values, the California Psychological Inventory, the
Myers-Briggs i'ype Indicator, FIRO-B, and the Gough
Adjective Check List all cross-validated at the .01 level
of significance or better (Hall and MacKinnon, 1969).

Above a given minimal level of intelligence required
for the successful practice of o,ne's profession, which inC
the groups we have studied is quite, high, what is moSt
importantly determinative of creative performance is
not a higher level of intelligence per se but particular
wnstellations of non-intellective traits. Tdiey are the
bads that make the difference between a suessfu1
pra,..titioner uf a profession and one who prat,ties it
creatively. (p. 520)

Thus, the BeEkeley studies generally showed that within
highly creative professions there ale nu consistent dif
fuences in accomplishment related tu intelligence. As we
shall see in the National Merit and Terman results, aiming
giuups uf academically Jiighly able individuals, the dif
feiences in accomplishment seemed due tu variab.1-s utlwr
than intellit;eme. Huwe.er, it should be reempliasiud that
the groups studied at Berkeley are very bright un the
average. The ty pit,a1 IQ uf 132 plaas these groups in the
tup percent uf the adult population. Even the tyr.ical
lowest IQ uf 119 IS at tile 89th percentile. Clearly, tu enter

their professions, these p*euple had to have vet> 'high
academic ability.

A few other stodies have also.exammed highly creative
individuals and eonyared them with their peers. For
example, Cross, çattell. and Butcher (19(7) compared
Sixteen l'ersonality Factor Questionnaire (16 .PF) responses
of 63 artists selejed for having given clear evidence of vn.
usual talent in drawing or painting with 6.3 controls who
had approximately equal educations and worked in sifnilar
settings. They found mans personality differenas, but no
different,c un the 16 Pr measure uf "intelligence" artliough
both groups scuied.quite high un tins measure. The'aeative
aitists showed inure dominance; seli,suffitnenLy, and
boliegnanismindjes ego strepgth,,selkuntrul, discipline,
and superego.

In lin, earlier study, Cattell and Drevdahl (1955) asked
a panel of experts to choose tint; gropps from rosters of
their professional society membbrs. The groups were emi-
nent researchers, emiiient teacherS, and eminent administra-
tom As expected, the three groups differed from the
general population in a jiumber uf piedictable ways, !mind-
ing having a very high group score on "intelligence." Cattell.
and Drevdahl also compared thet threesgroups. Aesearchers
were more concerned with their internal thoughts
(scluzothymia) and more self-sufficient thjm.either teachers
or administrators. They also had less ego strength, more
radical attitudes, and more "bohemian concern:" Howevem
researchers were not more "intelligent" than administrators
or teachers. 01' course," we should not necessarily assume
that administrators or .teachers arc any less creative or show
any towel leel uf at,inecment just bet,ause their aLim
phslunents aic in an died lituie difficult to evaluate. In any
Ase, this study dues nut show any diffei,mes in the intel
lige= of the criterion groups.

In sum, .:0111parisons of the intelligence of highly ereja-
five professionals with their peers reveal few. differencris.
Of Course, one might not, expect any large differences
within such highly selective groups. However, there arc con-
sistehtly large differences between the creative groups and
the general population in me:ores of intelligence. That
their less c.eative peers were equalb bright s,ggests that a
t,ertain level uf abjlih it needed tu enter ce..ain fields, but
that ability niay nut discr umnate w ithin the Bads. In contrasc,
all of these investigations found'fairly large and consistent
differences in the personalities and values of the creative
piolessionals and then less crcative peers: These have bee'n
summalized by Barron (1965), and Mat,Kinnon and Hall
(1972), and include high egu stringtii and emotional
stability , a stiong need fui independence and autonomy a
high degiee'uf cuntiul of impulse, high personal dominanc ,

iejealun of ,,,Onfolinity piessuies in thinking, a detadied
attitude in niteipersunal ielations, i tsk tak:lig, and a liking
foi order and method k,umbined with a fasonanon with
disuider and exceptions: That iiiese kinds of differences
appear within such highly self- and educationally -selected
individuals suggests that, beyond the level of ability needed
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to quality lot various liekls, other char4cteristics are needed".
to attain high levels ot vcomplishment.

This idea is related to the proposition of,various investi-
gators (hat there is a "threshold" effect in the relationship
between intelligence and creativity. That is, creativity and .
intelligence are thought to be related up to sonre

"fiveshold" value, vy, an IQ of 120, above vZihich they are
independent (f3arron, 1%5). This idea has been criticized
by MeNemar,(1964) and, others, and research on the topic
has not tended to support it. llowever, it leads to anothei
conceptualization, that of a "fan-shaped'' distribution
between creativity and intelligence where "at. the high IQ
levels there will bc, a very .wide range of creativity, whereas
as we go down to average IQ,.and on ddvn to lower revels,
the scatter tor creativity will be less and less" (ML.Nemar.
1964, p. 879). We shall return to this idea later.

4--

HI61-1-LEVEL PROFESSIONALS

The studies described in the last section were based on very
distinctive subgroups of high.level professionals, carefully
selected for their unusual and sigmlircant contributions.
One cannot generahLe from these results to all professional
work without great caution. What is needed is more
information about the relationship between academic
ability and accomplishment among more .typical high- and
Middle-level professionals. This section reviews two types of

studies of the high ind middle-ranges: those using objective
criteria and those using Ming. Medicine will be treated
separately as a third group of studies.

Studies Usine `thjective Criteria

Probably the clea rest criterion in scientific Slid technical
performance is publication actrvity. Although there have
been sonic controversies about the technical manner in

whjch publications should be used in research studies (e.g..
Clemente and Sturgis, 1974; Cole and Cole, 1967; Drew

and Karpf, 1975; Porter and W lfe, 1975), there is little

contrOversy about the basic sinificance of publication
activity. The scientific or scholar y journal article is the pri-

mary avenue of reporting scientric research. Furthermore,

since journals exercise editorial control over what they
print, a published, article typically represents a level of
scientific competence. and frequently a contribution to
the field. Because of this, many -faculty members and pro-
fessional scientists are evaluated on the basis of the number

of their publications.
One of the earliest investigations of predictors of scien-

tific publications was part of an evaluation of the success
ot procedures used to select Veterans Administration (VA)

trainees in psychology. In 1957 Kelley and Goldberg
(1959) followed up two samples of graduate psychology
students who had been VA trainees in psycholog at the

University of Michigan in 1947 and 1948. A widrvariety of

test and rating information had ben, collected on them

when they were graduate students. Scholarly productivity,
defined as number of listings of publications in Psychologi-
cal Abstracts, was predicted in the 1947 sample by the
.Strong Votiational Interest Blank (SVIB) Psychologist scale
(.33): Banker scale (-.29), and several other SVIB scales.
and by a high-level verbal reasoning test, the Miller Analo-
gies Test (:18). Ilowever, not a single variable correlating
with scholarly productivity in the 1947 sample was found
to correlate in the 1948 sample. In fact, there were no sig-

nificant correlates of productivity in the 1948 sample
The next Major study was also an attempt to evaluate

the success of, selection procedures for a special program
The National Science Foundation (NSF) began its Graduate
Fellowship 'Program in 1952. The program was designed to
support,able students in their,graduale studies in one of the
sciences. Under the direction of Calvin Taylor, followed by

Lindsey Ilarmon, a continuous research program was
designed to improve the procedures for selecting NSF
Fellows. Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) scores and
college' grades were. part of the selection information.
Two groups uf fellowship applicants were followed up in-
tensively, the students who had applied in 1955 and in
1956, when they were college seniors or graduate students
with one Or more years of graduate study. Criteria studied
in follow-ups included Ph.D. attainment, income, number
of publications or patents, number of times the applicant's
works were cited in the literature, and several ratings
derived from conplential reports made by tlip applicant's
colleagues, subordinates, or former professors. Ratings of
the applicant's overall performance from at least three
people were sought. in 1965, although in a few cases only
one rating was obtained. The various criteria were treated
with sophistication. For example, Creager (1963) developed
a method to place the applicants in stanine groups, based
on a coded index of the applicants' later publications and
patents. The stanine system was important because of the

.skewed distribution of the production of Particles and
patents, a problem noted in the Introduction.

The various selection variables were correlated with the

criteria. Within-field correlations seem the most appro-
priate, since, fields which differ on some predictor variables
may also differ on the criteria. For example, chemistry

students score high on the GRE-mathematics examination,
and chemistry is a field with a high average publication
rate. When all applicants were combined, there might
appear to be a greater relation between GRE-mathematics

scores and publications, simply because fields with difrerent
publication patterns were combined. In the fields where
sufficient numbers of cases were available, the analyses
were also conducted separately by year.

The results, as reported by Creagar and I larmon (1966),
are shown in Table 1. The GRE-verbal test was not related

to income. It was related to the productivity index in three
of the seven fields, although in two of these, the relation-
ship did not hold from one year to the next. GRE-verbal
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Table 1. Correlations of Inco me, Productivity, and Citations with Four Predictor Variables*

-7*

l'erbal Quantitative Adranced
Grade Point

Arerage

IN PR CI 0/1 IN PR CI OA IN PR CI 0,1 IN PR CI 0.4

.
Biology

1955
1956

182
160

06
11

08
22

25
26

21
16

23
20

14 29
20 24

28
21

08
17

18 e 19
19 '28

1 7

21
105

04
08

-01
12

07
31
21

Chemist*.
1955 185 -10 12 30 133 05 12, 25 09 20 17 28 18 -06 05 _la 24
195(r-N, 171 03 07 05 -02 -01 10 17 12 11 43 35 21 -07 04 11 25

Engineering 249 05 08 09 17 06 04 0/ 23 03 I 7 131 27 10 08 04 18
Geo loff 109 14 14 11 13 03, 21 15 19 11 33 00 03 07 17

'Mathematics 134 16 26 16 I 7 .29 13 09' 004 P7 34 20" 18 -24 05 05 103
Physics

1955 192 -05 21 18 21 07 24 30 19 09 31 09 00 14 14 06
1956 160 02 04 05 0 1 7 ri .12 26 26 18 24 -06 AO 01 21

Psychology 73 -12 01 -03 -03 12 23 11 09 03 33 -21 -11 11.4 --13 04

*Adapted from Creager and Harmqn, 1966?,
Decimal points have been omitted.
Coeftitients signifitant at the 5% level are italk:ized, those siotfitant at the 1, level arc italicized and underlined.
Columns headed IN.giv irrelations with Income.
Columns headed PR give correlations with Productivity Staninc.
Columns headed CI give correlations with Citation Counts (1964 Index).
Columns headed OA give correlations with Overall Average perforlitance ratings.

was related the citation index fOr two years in biology,
one year in physks, and for one year in chemistry. It was
also relaled to the ratings in biology,, engineering, and
psychology, and for one y ear in physics.

The GRE-quantitative test was related tu ;tAcume in
mathematics and biology apPlicants. It was related to
productivity among the 1956 biologists, the geologists,
arid the 1955 physicists. It was consistently related tu the
citation index in biology,, chemistry, and psychology,, it
was inconsistently related in physics. It was related to
overall rating in biology, enginCering, geology, and, in
consistently, in physics.

College grade point average was nut nlated to any of
the criteria except the over41Kating in biology, chemistry,
engineering, and, in the 1956 group, in physics, and to
income in mathematics. This result might be expected bc
cause of the very.narrow range in grades.

The GRE-advanced tests ate discussed las: because
they are strictly speaking less measures of general academk
aptitude than measures of detailed understanding and
mastery of each academie. field They ate mudi more
narrowly definec: and "... are designed to measure maseeie
and cuinpichension uf material. bask fu graduate study in
major fields . . . an attempt is made to survey the field
and tu draw material from widely differing curricula ....
The Advanced tests emphasize the bask concepts and
principles of their subjects and include questions that
require reasoning, analysis, and decisions based un
knowledge of these principles." (Graduate Record Ex-
aminations, 1969, p. 5.) The GRE advanced tests were
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inconsistently...whited tu income in biology, chemistry,
and physic';. They were related tu productivity in every
field but psychology. They were related to thecitation
index in every field except geology. They were related to
the overall rating in every group except psy chology and the
1955 physics group.

short, Measures uf academic aptitude were not sig-
nificantly related tu the income criterion iv most instances.
The best predictors of the other criteria were GRE-
advanced test scores, followed by .the GRE-quantitative
scores. However, most of the significant correlations were
moderate. Of course, the correlations are almost certainly
attenuated because uf the restriction uf range in academic
ability. I low ever, the restriction in range did not seem to
affect the correlations of the GRL-advanced field tests.
(Of 40 correlations between the criteria and the GRE-
advanced telit 28, or 70 percent, were significant.) Thus,
general academic ability did not seem to. be as highly
related to,. the criteria as did knowledge uf a specific. field.
We shall discuss this point more fully later.

Using al more complex criterion, W. A. Owens (1969)
collected information un the 1964 accomplishments and
performance 4931 engineering alumni who were originally
administered a variety 4 instruments in 1955 when they
were (in must cases) juniors. The subjects ,were enrolled
in a wide variety of/institutions across thct,country. The
original instruments h.cluded a biographical information
blank, 'interest measures, an application uf ingchanisms
test, a power soutce apparatus test, and, fur 457 members
uf the sample, the American Council on Education (ACE)

I



Psychological Examination, a measure of academic ability.
The criterion was a summed score based on professional
papers, professional )01-nal publications/ development
or improvement of products or processes and, given nlost

weight. patents held, pending, or disclosed. Although the
ACE examnytion had no significant relation with this
criterion, soltral of the other measures had significant, if
small, relationships. In addition self-reported "academic
achievement"--consisting of ranking high in one's class,
being a member of an honor society, being a scholarship
winner, etc.--had a significant correlation of -.19 with the
criterion.

In a small study within a very specialized area, Gertler
and Meltzer (1970) (theloped an equation from study of
47 Ph.D. alumni of the industrial relations program ait
,Carnegie-Mellon University. They predicted the per-

formance of the Ph.D.s during their careers in research,
using information available at the time applications were
submitted. The researchers developed an index of restiarch

publications, adjusted for the quality of the publication,
as their measure of performance. Undergraduate grades, age

at time of application, and previous graduate training
appeared to be important for the prediction. Scores on

\standardized tests (GRE and the Admission Test for

Graduate Study in Business) did not discriminate within
the range covered by the sample. They interpreted grades
as a theasu re of the motivation to succeed. .

Folger, Ctstin, and Bayer (1970)' studied the largest
sample of any reviewed here. 6,300 doctorate recipients

. (1957-1959) in mathematics/statistics, physit,s, chemistry,
biochemistry, and psychology who responded to the 1964
National Register file of recent doctorates. The criterion
measures were number of citations to each sample mem-
ber's works in 1964 and 1965. By searching high school
'records, ability measures were located for many in the
sample. The correlations between these measures and dta-
tion counts in the above fields weremathematics/statistks,
.04; physics, .10; chemistry, .07, biochemistry, .04, and
1)sychology,, .07. The correlation was significant only in
physics. Qualify of graduate department and tim .. taken
to attain the degree were correlated with citations. This
study was limited by the availability and comparability of
ability tests, the fact that they had to be equated, tlie long
interval between Sthe testing and the criterion, and the
relatively short period of professional life covered, all of
which would attenuate the size of the correlations. How-
ever it is based on a large sample, and uses the criterion of
citations, which some researchers have recommended as the
best single measureiaf scientific impact.

Ole possible explanation for the law correlations
between academic ability and productivity measure's is
that specialties within professions will make different
uses of their abilities. For example, Marston (1971) found
III University of Southern Califortia Ph:D.s in psychology
who graduated between 1952 and 1966. Marston correlated
their scores with rfleir Psychological Abstracts count as

CI

measured by weighted 'mean number of publications per
year. Combined GRE-verbal and GRE-quantitative scores
correlated -.05 among clinical Ph.D.s and .18 among non-
clinical Ph.D.s. Because of skewness in the distribution of
the criteria, point-biserial -correlations were also run. All
were nonsignificant. Weitzman (1972) suggested that skew-

ness may be because only the few very high scorers
published. This possibility was investigated by Schrader
and b Clark and Centra ii studies to bp described later.
Creagar, in the sii,tidy described earlier, also analyzed his
sample by type of.employmenti: academic, industrial, and
government. Although there was a slight tendency for the

correlation in hhhistry to be kwer, the overfill patterns
were very' similar to those described before. Thus, there
is little evidence that results are very different in subrields.

Two studies with similar drawbacks and advantages
were conducted by Kaufman and Hansen apd Nevjahr.
Kaufman (1972) studied 110 engineers from three technical
organizations. They were administereq an engineering
achievement test (similar to the Undergraduate Program
Field Tests in Engineering) shortly after tIy obtained their
college degrees. They were followed up approximately
14 years later; and data from the first eight years, middle
three years, and last three years were analyzed. Criteria
were claimed range of area of accomplishment (diversity)

and competence in those areas (competence), supervisory
ratings (performance), number of publications, and number

of patents.
ALliievement test scores were related to the number of

patents in all three periods with correlations of .29, .34,
and .31, to papers produced in the first period ( 19) and the
third (.23) but were unrelated to apy of the ratings of
con.tfetence. In a reduced sample of 32 engineers, scores
were related to claimed competence (.38).

In the second study, 115 students who were enrolled
in the Science Honors Program (for high school' students)
at Columbia in 1959 took the Pre-Engineering Ability Test

(PAT) in addition to the engineOng achievement test.
Hansen and Nevjahr (1973) found that the PAT predicted
the number of publications reported in a follow-up 12 years
later, with a correlation of .26 with the mathematics test on
the PAT and .31 with the achievement test. It also pre-
dicted whether the-istudents obtained advanced degrees

Schrader (1978) conducted a study that carefully
defined both the sample and the criteria. Schrader studied
a sample of psychologists who had earned a doctorate in
psychology in,1963-64, who had earned a bachelor's degree
between 1954 and 1961, and who had retrievable test
scores either on the SAT or on the aptitude test a9d an

6 advanced test of the, GRE. The final sample sizes were 128

for SAT scores and 155 for GRE scores. .

Measures of attainment included citation counts ob-
tained froth 'the Social Sciences Citation Index [SSG) and
the Annual Review of Psychology, and publication counts
obtained from Psychological Abstracts, all based on entries

between 1972 and 1975. Other criteria included number of



1st

fillies tilt. Nlibit%t %141,S, listed as a first author, and election tu
fellow status in the American Psychological Association
(VA). The rating of tlie graduate faculty In psychology for
each psychologist's doctoral university as reported by
Cartter (1966) %vat included in the study, along with
va-rious other biograplucal variables.

Since the distribution of ssa citations was skewed,
Schuder included a normalized citation index as well as
raw number of, citations. Schrader found that although
SAT verbal scales were not signifkantly related to any uf
thc criteria, SAT mathematical scores were correlated
with normalized ssa citation counts (.18) and raw counts
( 26) GRF verbal and -quantitative scores were signiri
cantly correlated with most of the criteria. The GRE-
advanced test was also correlated with all of the criteria
except attaining fellowship in the APA. The correlations fur
GRL verbal, GRE.quantitative, and GRE-advanced, respec_
direly, with each of the publication and citation criteria,
were as follows. for ssa citations (iaw) .26, .28, and .40,
for SSCI citations (normalized) .28, .19, and .45, fur
titations in the Annual Review .21, .30, and .32, fur total
Psichologkal Abstracts count .17, .28, and .32, and fui
publications as first ,authur .15 (nut signifkant), .26, aqd
.33.

Schrader also exaiuined the distribution of the number
uf publications and citations at,ross score groups. Ile found
that the hiOiest score group had the highest number uf
publications and citations, but that the lowest group had
the next highest number, and the middle group, the lowest.

The pattern uf relationships, with the Advanced test
having the best correlations with the criteria is similar tu
the results of Creagar and Harmon.

Finally, a recent study by Clark and Centra (1982)
seems tu provide the must compiehensive analyses uf the
personal and situational influences _on productivity. Claik
and Centra studied two samples of doctoral recipients. The
first was a sample uf alumni uf Ph.D: progiams in cheniis
try: history and psy chology programs (Clark, Ilartnett,
and Baird, 1976), who had received the doctorate between
19'0 and 1972 and were fUllowed up in 1975. The second
onsisted of men and women who had received doctorates
in 1960 and in 1968 who were followed up in 1973
(Centra, 1974). The criterion was nuMber of self-reported
publications. To check un the ac.uracy uf these reports,
tli authors compared the reports of the male alumni in
psychulOgy whu partkipated in the first study With the
number of their entries in Psjchologkal Abstracts. The
correlation was .84, which sceins quite reasonable, since the
correlation between the count for 1967-1935 with the
count for 1967 1977 was .96. Furthermore, since Psycho-
I gik al .tbstracts dues nut abstract all journals, it also seems
reasonable to suPpose that many in the sample had pub
lished in jou: nals nut included in that count. Thus, the self
report uf number uf publications appears fairly accurate.
GRE vcibal and -quantitat'ive scores were found foi the sub
jects in the first sampk. Because there were su few women,
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were excluded from the analy sis. The resulting sample
consisted of 239 chemists, 142 historians, and 221 psy-
chologists, all uf whom had at least one GRL score. In
chemistry overall, the correlation uf number of articles
and book chapters with GRL-verbal vvas -.02, with GRE-
quantitative it was -.01, and with GRL-advaneed it was .15.
Fur only those chemists engaged in research in business or
government, they were .13, .11, and .05. Fur all historians,
these correlations were -.211,;\.14,..and .00. For all psy-
chologists, the correlations %kit -.OS, -.02, and .02.

Clark and Centra also examined the distribution ola
number uf publications by GRL scores.% The distributions
were essentially flat, with nu particuhir trend. In fact, the
largest number uf publications was reported by thelowesi
scoring groups in all three fields.

In the second sample, GRE scores were found for 94
respondents iu 'the socaal sciences, 115 in the biological
sciences, and 103 in the physical sciences. To create more
stable variables, certain information was combined. A
"productivity" measure pas constructed by weighing the
number uf articles publiclied, the,number uf books as sole
ur senior author, and the number of buuks as junior author
or editor. Similarly, an "academic ability" measure was
constructed by weighing GRE-verbal, GRE-quantitative,
and GRE-advancred scores. There were nu signifkant rela-
tionships between "productivity and "academic ability."

Clark and Centra also used the techQque of path
analy sis in both samples ta determine the influences on
productivity and income. In both studies, for the purpose
uf the analy sis, an "acade.mc ability** and a "productivity"
factor were derived. In the First study, in chemistry,
academic ability had no relationships (nu path coefficient)
with any other variable, including pioductivity. In history,
academic ability had a, coeffkient uf -.27 with productivity
and nu other variable. In psy.chology, acadennc ability hacj

coeffkient of -.21 with productivity, and no other
variable. In the second study, among phy,p,a1 scientists,
academic ability was related only tu the prestige rating of
the department that awarded the degree tu the respondent.
Among biological scientists, academic ability was unrelated
to all other variabks. Among social scientists, academie.
ability was also related to the prestige of the dcpartment
and had a coefficient of .26 with productivity.

The must consistent influence un productivity across
the siX Jamples studied was the nature of the current posi-
tion. those who were working in positionsThat emphasized
researa were mote productive than those in other posi-
tions. There were a few, chiefly indirect influences of the
rated quality of the Ph.D. awarding program.

These analyses are important because they show the
interconnections and structural influences uf variables on
pruchictMty, and thus pi %nide inuch more information
than simplc correlations, which may be due tu other factors
than the two variables being related. They show that, in
these samples, academic ability had at best an inconsistent
relationship with productivity. However, the samples in
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th: first study had been working for only' three yiears, Sand
the average number ot publications was low, sorthat only
a Iew eases might !lave altered the correlations consider-
ably. The samples in the second study lumped together
fields that may have very different publication patterns,
e.g., pm chplogy and hiyory were both included in the
social sciences, but the average number of journal articles
is much higher in psychology than in history. Tlkus, any
differences related to academic ability may not appear
because the field differences mask them.

The studies reviewed here have studied a variety of
samples, with diffenng time frames, and were condpeted
tor a variety of purposes. However, several broad conclu-
mons seem warranted. In gener.al, the correlationsl)etween-
measures of general academic ability and publications or
citations were low to moderate and inconsistent.

The result that GRII-attraneed tests tended to have the
highest correlations with the criteria was found in the
Creagar and llannon study and one of the Schrader studies,
and in sonie of the Clark and Centre samples. The pattern
in those studies suggests a general possibility that will
appear in other studies which will be reviewed in later see-

nuns, the closer in time or more similar the test to the
criterion, the higher will be the correlation. The GRE-
advanced tests measure knowledge _in a specific field,

rather than general abilities. Thus, they represent measures
ut the academic preparation of mdiyiduals and, possibly, ,
their motivation to learn and their interest in a field, all,
qualities that presumably would be related tu high-level
professional behavior.

Ratings of the Performance of Scientists and
Technicians

A second group of studies is concerned %kith the general
professional performance of scientists and technicians,
as assessed by their siiperiuts or peers. Afthough ratings

have various problems (see, e.g., the dikussions by
Anastam,1976, McCormick and Tiffin, 1980), ihey also'
have several att,antages. Fur example, Anastasi.writes of
ratings as

... an evaluation of the individual by the rater on the
basil,ef cumulative, uncontrolled observations of daily
life. Such ratings differ from naturahstic bbservations
in That the data are accumulated casually and hiformal-
Iy; they also involve interpretation and judgment,
rather than simple recorging of observations. In con-
trast to both naturalistic observation and interviews,
however, they ty ically cover a longer observation
period and _..forniation is obtained under more
realistic'conditi ns. (p. 609)

Ratings may be especially appropriate for scientists
and technicians, since they often produce product's in the
form of ,experiments, studies, rePorts, inventions, or
provements that can be used as one basis for their evalua-
tion. Thus, the ratings may be ilia& on a more objective

basis than in some other fields of activity. These ratings
have slowly increased in sophistication. 17 or example, in a
comprehensive study of engineer, eondlicted at Educational
Testing Servikle, great effort went irito developing and
refining the rating scales, but chief reliance was 'placed
on an overall rating.

Ileinphill (1963) studied 448 newly hired engineers in
fiVe companies whose performanct was rated by their
.supervisors after they had been on the job for Ryo years.'
In the total sample, overall performance ratings were cor-
related .19 with a verbal reasoning test, although they were
not correlated with three other tests. The correlation of
verbal reasoning varied by ty pe of work, it wa's not signifi-
cant with ratings of thiise who were developing and
ütiiing personnel,- but, it was .32 with those who
persuaded and negotiated with bthers. In two other samples
uf experienced engineers, performance ratings were cor-
related with a numerical relations test in two of seven areas
of specialization.'

In a study by Junes (1964), 25 manageo rated 88 in
dustnal scientists and technologists in a large company,
using a weighted creativity rating scale (Sprecher, 1954).
(It corklated ;88 with a simple global rating of creativity.)
A logical reasoning test (r=.31).and,a mathemath;a1 reason
ing test (r=.29) were related to the criterion as was an
ideational fluency test (r=.33).

Kaufman (1972), in a study reviewed in the last section, .

included supervisors' ratings of the performance of en-
gineers among several other criteria. Achievement test
?cores were unrelated to this criterion at any stage of the
engineers' careers over 14 years.

Gough (1976) administered a battery of tests to 45
professiOnal iesearch scientists, who were also rated on
creativity by an aver.age of eight peers and two supervisors.
Then iic standardized and summed the ratings. Their re-
liability was .77. In another sample, semor honors engineer
mg students at Beikeley were rated by their professors

using the same criteria. Among the scientists, neither the
Minnesota Liigh.eering Analogies Test nor the Concept
Mastery Test were correlated with the criterion, but' a
"scientific-word association,test" was. (This test presented'
a scientific word, such as "neutron," and asked the subject
to indicate the first word that came to mind.) In the stu-
dent sanyle, the ability tests correlated with professors'
ratings .34 and .33, respectively.

An increased level of sophistication is shown in a study
by South (1974). For 130 young engincen., South used
rating scales developed by factor analsis. These scales
were correlated with a large number of tests. Various

academic ability and intelligence tests were positively
related to comnpnication skill (the orrelations ranged
from .22 t o .30); and technical knowledge (.25 to .31),
but negatively related to administrative ability (-.22 to
-.30), and "motivation" (-.24 to -.32).

A more comprehensive approach was use'd in two
studies by Muchinsky and Iloyt. Muchinsky and lloyt
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(1974) folluud up engineers who had been freshmen in
1956, 1957, or 1958 and graduated from die College
of .Engmeermg at Kansas State University. All had been out
of college. 5 to 10 years. Supervisors of 127 of the saiige
rated thein on 10 traits and gave them an overall rating,
and a weighted rating was devised. In addition, a rating of
their best vocational achievement was made by faculty
members. The subjects provided data on their salary and
two self-ratings. The ACE-quantitative scores correlated
with 3 of the 15 criteria. .26 with the weighted overall
rifting, .37 with rated written communication, and .40 with
rated persuasiveness. -The ACE-1mguistic score was un-
related to all 17 criteria.

In an eailiel study, Muchinsky and Hoyt (1973) used
the sante sample of engineers and the same criteria but used
overall grade-point average (GPA); senior GPA, "core
GPA,- and "design GPA" as predictors. Although overall
GPA was related to only one of 15 criteria, a rating A,.
creativity or originality (r=.2 I), senior GPA was related to
ratings oi creativity or originality (r=.30), the achievement
rating by faculty (r=.28) and overall occupational rating
(r=.23), core GPA was related to ratings of precision and
care (r=.17); and.design GPA to salary (r=.26). .

The %most careful criterion in the studies reviewed
here was developed by Andrews (1975), who examined
the relationship between verbal ability and the quality
and -quaatity of kienttfk output. Data were obtained fium
115 sociologists, psychologists, and medical doctors who
had directed research projects on the social psychology of
disease. Andrews obtained copies of the reports or major
pubhcations these sIntists had identified as the, nwst nu-
portant,they had written Aunt eir projects. These wt..ire
abstracted and independently iated"by one to seven mem-
bers of the American Souulogical Association (median
of 4.5 raters per project). They were rated on. (1) innova-
,tiveness, or the degree to which the projects advanced new
lines of research or theory; and (2) productivity, or the
extent to vluch the projects add to knowledge :dung es-
tablished lines of. research'or theory . These ratings wete
correlated with the scientists' verbal scores on the General
Aptitude Test Battery (GATR). Productivity correlated
-.01 and innovatneness -.09. Andrews did not find ady
special situations (e.g., among less expelienced vs. more ex-
perienced, those in differen( supervisory rolvs, etc.) in
which these 6uirelatIons were altered. (Andrews dues-not
present the average GATB scores or their standaid devia
twn, so it is hard to estimate thc ability level of this lamp.)

In suinmary, the evidence on the relationship betveen
..ademic talent and ratings of engineers and scientists was
mixed. Some of the st dies found some relationship, usual-
ly small. but a few did 4ot. It is striking, however, that foul
of these studies (Methcik, Gough, Andrews, and Taylor
and Ellison) reported positive results for some type of
assessment of 6reativity. Perhaps, again, when a certain
level of almlity is readied, factors other than acadenuc
talent become inure important fur accomplishment.
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Studies in Medicine

i The prediction of success in medicine, is treated separately
for several reasons. Medicine is a ti-nique profession, corn-
bining science with practice and technical knowledge with
personal, even iinnate, contact with patients. It involves
complex professional rojes, so it represents a challenge to,
the researcher'. Finally, it has been and continues to be die
subjest of many studies. The relationship between medical

4 education and professional duties is being examined in ii
continuous 'program of research by the Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC), as well as by several
other groups. The results of theii investigations are reported
in a specialized, journal, 77w Jaurnal of Medical Education,
and in The Proccdings ,if thc Annual 'Conference on
Research in Medicd Education sponsoredby the AAMC.

Various studie in this literature have been reviewed
by Gough (1967), Wingard and Wjlliamson (1973), and
Cuca, Sakakeeny, and Johnson (1976). One of the begt
studies in Otis liferature was conducted by Peterson et al.
(1956). The medical expertise of 88 physiCians in general
practice in North Carolina was rated by internists who--ob-'
served their behavior in their daily office work. Tlie phy-
sicians were rated On six dimensions of professional com-
petence. None of the ratjngs was significantly related to
their Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) scores.

Howell (1966) contrasted 156 United States Public
Health Serkice physicians.who were rated high on official
(open-ended) efficiency reports with 156 who were rated
low. The physicians were employed in a wide variety of
settings. There w erc many signifkant 'differences on various
personality tests, includ0 Adjectike Checklist scales,
California Psy chological Inventory scales, 'and the K scale
of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, but
none on two tests of values and severql other tests, includ-
ing dile MCAT and the Public Health'Service Professional
Examination in medicine.

In a kfter studY, Howell and Vincent (1967) studied the
relationship between MCtit scores and annual supervisory
ratings and an achievement expnination measuring
acadeinic knowledge of medicine. The 6urrelations betIveen
the MCAT scores and the ratings ranged from -.05 to -.25.
MC.AT scores were related to medical knowledge test
scores with correlations ranging frum -.05 to .62.

A number of studies of practicmg Ay moans have been
conducted by a sesearch.group at the University of U.tah.
The studies discussed unmediatdy following, as well as
later ones, were subsequently described in greater detail
by Pme et al. (1973). This group developed 77 measures of
on Ihe-job phy skian petforiname in three samples. 102
full time faculty membeis of the College of Medicine at the
University of Utah (Taylor et a.. 19655, 190 certified
Utah spedalists (Richards et al. 1965), and 217, general
practitioners (Price et al. 1964). Premedh.al GPA, 'GPA
fur the first two y ears of medical school, mid GPA fur the
last two y ears of medical school werc correlated with
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the criteria in the three samples. Only 3 percent of' the
correlations were significant at the 5 percent level, and
more of these were negative than positive. .

In a subsequent study (Jacobsen et al. 1965), the Utah
group studied first a slightly -different sample of medical
school faculty memb'ers (N=61). -Undeigarivate grades
were significantly correlated with 5 of 75 criteria, the

respondents' regular review of scientific literature ,(.29),
public recognition for contribution (.32), cooperativeness
in the research project (.40), achieyement in education
(.56). and negatively, teaching responsibilities (-.42)..

Medical school grades were significantly and positively cor-
related with academic orientation-teaching excellence

(.35), participation IQ social organizations (.32), achieve-
ment in education (.51).,tand negatively correlated with
academic seniority (-...40), Ind participation in professional
societies (-.30),

In a secontl sample of 242 general practitioners, the
average correlation, across criteria, was .02 for premedical

school grades, .03 for grades in the first two years of
medical school, and .05 for the last two years of medical,
school. .However, these averages mask some important.,
results. All three grade predictors were higlify related to
the "achievement in education" factor (.74, .97, and .95).
Premedical school grades were positively correlated with
youthfulness in getting degree (.27) and socioeconomic
status of patient (.23), and negatively correlated with civic
partApation, (-.24), keeping abreast of 'medical progress
through courses and professional groups (-.30), and diag
nostic thoroughness (-.21). Grades in the first two year
of medical school were negatively related to recognition

oby hospital staff (-.25). Grades in the secomi two years
correlated positively with- civic participation (.20),
'-'orthodox success image" (.26), and correlated negativery
wit4i youthfulness in getting a -degree (-.24). Score on
the Medical College Admission Test were also correlated
with-the criteria in this sample. The Verbal score positive-
ly predicted the size of the physician's practice (.38),

,
and negatively predicted medical referring (-.22), and
off-the-job socialization (-.24). The Quantitative score was

negatively related to orthodox success image (-.18),
medical referrnig (-.27), and professional stability (,3I).
The science score was related to the factors of group or
clinic prwice (-.21), hospital staff recognition (-.20),
prolonged postgraduate training (.18), offthejob socializa-
tion (-.27), alid professional socialization (-.21).

Altogether, this study suggests the complexity of rhe
criteria in a single profession, and shows how measures of
academic ability and academic su'eceo can have valied re:
lationships to those criteria.

The last research report in the Utah studies (Price et al.
1973)- sununarized several additional studies, which used
some combined samples and new samples. In %the first

of these later studies, the General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB) scores, grades, and Professional Aptitude Test
scores of a sample of 31 medical students were relate o

their professional performance as physicians 19 y ears later.
Overall only 5 percent of the predictive validity coefficients

were significant at the 5 percent level of significance. -
However, this result may not be surprising, given the length
of time between the testing and, the gathering of the grite-

don data.
In another stuq, the various criteria were sulpmarized

.into five performance criteria. In a combined sample of 333
physicians who had graduated from m ical setael on an

average of 1'6 years earlier, pren ' grades were not

related ta any of the criteria. Grath% first two years

of medical school were correlated witii nary score

from the 80 criteriip as weighted for discrim...t.ag superia
physicians (.20), as were grades in the last two years (also
.20). Grades, in both medical school periods were correlated
with judgments of the quality of a portfolio of each physi-
cian's' history and accomplishments (r=.33 fur first two
years, .22 for last two years). Grades in both periods were
related to a rating. of the physician Mien his or her name
was known to the rater cr=.21 for the first two years, .25
for the IRV two years). Andes in the last two years were
also related to an "equally weighted" Composite (.16).
When the phy sicians were grouped by type of practice,
grades did not significantly predict the oiteria among,'
general. practitioners. Among specialists, grades in both
medical school periods were related to all the criteria
vxcept a judgment of the quality of their contributions.
The correlations ranged from .21 for the weighted com-
posite to .41 with the rating \Olen the. physician's name
was known to the rater. Grgdes Afe related to the judg-

ment of quality of their contribution (.35) and the rating
by name (.32).

In a second stikly with this sample, an additional eight
output criteria were used. An "output composite" was
cOrrelated .21 'vith undergraduate grades and .23 with
grades in the fifst two years of medical slthool. An index of
"high relevance" was correlated .24 with grades in the first
two years and .20 with grades in the second two years.

These correlations seem quite 'reasonable, even unex-
pectedly high when one considers: (1) the variety, of the
sample, which' combined genttal practitioners, specialists,
and medical school faculty; (2)'the average length of time
16 yearsTbetween the academic performance and the
criterion data, (3) the combining of very divergent and de-
tailed criteria, many of which would have no relevance
to particular physicians, into total scores or ratings.

Wingard and Williamson (1973) reviewed 7 studies
relating medical school grades to.the performance of physi-

cians and 20 related studies in other areas. Criteria ranged
from ratings of the quality of their technique made by
internists to elaborate factor scores. Their conclusion:
"Although studies in this area are sparse, available research
findings have demonstrated that little or no correlation
exists between academic and professional performance"
(p. 313). They also reviewed research on career perfor-
mance in related fields and reached the same conclusion
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They unsideied foui pussible explanations for the kw
correlation.

(a) Derkienoes in present grading systems as nut
reflecting qualities needed in real-life work. 4

The role of tfie physician, whether as practitioner,
investigator, teacher, or administrator, is basically
that of the problem-solver the physician must be
sensitive to problems and be able to collect adequate
data, conduct analyses, draw conclusions, communicate
the fmdings, and prganize human, and 'technical re
sources to implement the solutions. Since', with few
exceptions, grading does not attempt to utilize crite
ria of this type, it ii likely that grading would be
deficient in application. (p. 313-3 I4)

(b) The failure of 'selection procedures to include
characteristics that are important in professional careers.
they point out that selection

... procedures may, identify only those who are must
hkel tu achieve succe9 m a current educational
plogram. Consequently, many stuOents selected, often
on the basis of Medical College Admission Test scores,
have aaracteristics that may ultimately determine ade-'
quate performance, for example, professional integrity,.
concern for people, and the alnlity to relate and com-
municate interest m the concerns of the community

. served by the physician. The fact that such qualihes
are rarely weighted heavily in selecting Students for
medical traming or mcluded in the process of student
evaluation might have a significant effect in distorting
the relationship between academic and p;rofessional per-

..
formance. (p. 3.14)

(c) Intervening experiences. Physicians (and (After pro
fessionals) hold internships, residencies, and fellowships,
and obviously have many different kinds of career ex
periences. These career experiences may have as strong an
effect as schooling.

(d). Grades as indicators of ability. Some medical edu
cators Claini that grades only assess the potential of
stutients' talents for career performance; achievement of
this potential may not bepredictable.

Thus, according to Wingard and Williamson, there are
good reasons to believe that medkal school grades assess
behaviors and performances that ire different from those
that arc important in medical practice.

lt might be argued that this lack of relation is not due
tu differemes in the behavior or activities in acadeink
and professiuhal settings, but is due to the iestrk.tion of,
range in the academic ability of physicians slid medical stu
dents. Since this argument may be put forward for many of
the sttidies reviewed throupout this report, it seems

reasonable to quote the response of Price et al. (l973)At
length.:

Medical school grades arc inadequate as guidance or
predictive tools fur later physician perfOrmafkeBased
un all available evidence, grade point average ddes not
predict , how well medical students will perform in
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medical _practice. That is, regardless of any possible
restriction in the range of taldnt sampled, present
acadeinic gradeg do liot differentially predict later
performance.

Medical school grades are inadequate as substitute
critef,a for on-the-job performance oc physicians. Ouj
rescaidi has shown that academic performance is in-
dependent of actual performance and typically comes
uut as a separate and independent factor. In other
words, grades du not come close to being parallel forms
to later criteria of 'professional perfomiance. In fact, the
urrelations fall far short of being high enough for satis-
factory reliability coefficients, but instead nearly all
of them ure so low as to question whether any of them
were truly non-zero correlations. Thus, such measures
are totally inadequate as either substitutes or early .1,
indicators of later performance. This conclusion Fould
likely hold even if extremely generous correction for
restriction of range of talent were applied, due to the
consistently zero or low levels of correlation found
between grades and actual performance measures.

Correction for rcstriction flIThwe in our data
would yidd a greater number uf moderately high nega-
tive correlations than high positive ones, a troublesome
finding, indeed, for school grades ....

Correction fortnulai for direct restriction of range
(on grades, for example) are not highly corrective for
neat-zero correlations, especially in the case of intilti-
ple independent criteria. (Correction formulas for
indirect restriction of range are, of course, even less
corrective.) (Pp. 15-17)...

However, this argument still does not give enough
attention to the fact that medical students are selected
un the basis uf at.adenu i. ability and un the basis of a wide
viniety uf other personal charaiiteristics. That is, the
academic ability of admitted medical_students is so high
that differences in their medical school grades and their
subsequent performance may not be atttibutable.to their

Furtherniure',..is research reported by Baird (1975)
indicates, medical school students also tend to.be relatively
homogeneous ou such characteristics as careei values, self-
t.onceptions, educational' orientation, and family .back-
ground. And, obviously, as premedical students they had
very similar educational experiencq prior tu medical
school. Thus, medical students represent a group "restricted
in range" in terms both of acadeink ability and a variety of
other characteristics. The argument also neglects. some of
the group's own findings that medical school grades did
have some rel:itionship with overall judgments uf physr.
uans. accomplishments (Price et al. 1973). That MCAT
scores and medical school grades were nut consistently
related tu narrower and more specific criteria of physician
performaim may have.more to do with the complexity of
the physician's rol4 and the specificity of each, situation
rather tl,an to the unimportance of .u.ademk ability in the
phy skian's performance. Obviously, the basis fur award of
medkal st.houl grades ould bc impluved tu incorporate
judgments of more characteristm needed in the phy sician's
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actual work, and selection decisions t ould place more
weight on evidence of such characteristics in applicants.

4
owever, this still would nut eliminate the importaike of
admic ability for successful completion 'of the medical

school program iid preparation for the workt of the
physician... .

SUCCESS IN HIGH- AND MIDDLE-LEVEL
MANAGEMENT

A large group ot studies has been L.Lincerned with the pre-
diction of sucless in management. Such volume might be
expecteil, since companies and organizations naturally
have a strong interest in locating variables that will help
,thein select managers. For their practical purposes, the

dies are must helpful. HoWever, for the purposes of this
reL ew, these studies are less valuable. The definitions of
managerial success vary .from study to study, , and spine
ostensibly objective criteria, such as salary, are:much more
problematical than they first appear. However, as arl area
that employs the largest number of college graduates,
and one that is obviously reahstk, managerial success
is probably of more importance to more people than any of
the other criteria examined in this review. The studies fall

into tour main groups. (1) those using some measure of
salary as the criterion, (2) those using managerial level
attained as the criterion, (3) those using ratings as the crite-
rion, and (4) those using an overall index or Lomposite

as the criterion.

Studies Using Salary as the Criterion

This criterion has many advantages as an index of manage-
rial success since salary is the ultimate indication of the

value a company places on an individual. In that sense,
it may be more indicatre than job titles or managerial

level. However, salary as a criterion must be viewed with

caution. Obviously, if salaries at different times are com-
pared; they should be adjusted for inflation. A high salary
after five years in a company is more indicative of success
for a person who began with a low salary than for one who

began with a high salary. The first persoribas made a great

deal of progress; the second, relatively little. Salary

schedules differ from iirdustry to industry'and company to
company, so studies nf salary conducted across companies

need to be interpreted carefully. The studies reviewbd in
this section have dealt with these problems with varying
techniques and with varying success.

For example, Harrell (1969, 1970) attempted to
control for the type of the company in which Stanford
MBAs were working. In the Iasi 'study, three classes of
Stanford MBAs who were working in big business firms
were surveyed to ascertain their current salaries and in-

comes. The higllest-earning third (N=55) was cOmpared

with the lowest-earning third (N=55) on a variety.of mea-
sures adminisrered during graduate study, including the
Strong Vocational Interest Blank and the Ghiselli Self-

titDescription I itory. Second-year business school grades
distinguished t ie groups, although undergraduate grades
and Admission Test for . Graduate Study in Business

(ATGSB) scores did not. A variety of personality Measures
guggested the high earners wore 'Self-confident, .ascendant,
and had high eneru. In the second study, Ilarrell (1970)
compared the highest- and lowest-earning thirds who were
working in small business. gain, neither undergraduate
grades nor ATGSB scores distinguished the groups,
although second-year business school grades did, as did an
ascendance scale. liarrell (1972) repeated these procedures '
with the atiditip of two more classes and a time period up
to 10 years, with essentially the same results.

Another strateu was used by Dodd, WollOwick, and
MLNamara (1970) who Lontrolled for the level of education
within one..company by studying persons wh lad the same
training for their posit:on. Tliey followed I ) 396 IBM
maintenance technician trainees for 9, years. At the end of
this period their positions rangedfrom low-grade technician
(whkh was similar to their entry position), to high manage-
.nient positions. Salary was Used as a surrogate variable for,,

management success. Training grddes and the Gordon
Personal Profile "ascendancy" scale both.--correlated .23'
with salary after 9 years, althoughlhe Otis intelligence scale
did not.

Yet another strategy was used by yeno.pyr (1969) who
found that for 113 Managerial personnel a verbal compre-
hension test was correlated6(r=.29) with salary corrected
for age and seniority. The Leadership Evaluation apd
Devdlopment Scale was correlated .36 with the same
criteria'.

FOr 136 alumni of the Carnegie-Mellon graduate
management program, Weinstein and Srinivasau (1974)
obtained salary data, adjusted for work experiencej*hey
related salary tc predlctor information. Grades in gntduate
management school were correlated .49 with' salaries of
those in line positions and .24 with salaries of those in staff
positions. ATGSB scores, undergraduate GPA, and
"scholastic recognition" did not survive a cross-validated
multiple regression analysis (these were the only data they
reported) among either staff or line nianagers. Ratings of
involvement in social and sports activities Were also posi-
tively related.

Wise (1975) obtained data about the rate
,
of salary

increase among 976 college graduates sampled from a large
manufacturing corporation. Background data were related
to rate of salary increase. College GPAs were related to the
rate of salary iftreases'in a regression (Init squares) analy-
sis along"' with such personal qualities as leadership, as
indicated by college leadership activities. (Zero-order r's
showed the GPA was correlated .24; holding an M.A. degree
.22, leadership .26). Wise concludes:
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These. findings lend suppprt to the praetiee of seleeting
students on the basis of academic measpres: But non-
academic attributes, largely independent of academic
characteristics, have also been shown to affect productiv-
ity.. The two groups seem to be of approximately equal
inwortance. In light of the use of the college degree
as an occupational screening device, this suggests a

second look at the practice of selecting persons for
higher education solely or largely on the basis of
academic aptitude or achieveinent. If persons were
selected for higher education on the basis of their
potential produetivit7; in a chosen occupation, rather
than their tiotential as future students, çnsideration
of nonacademic as well as academic attribi tes would be
necessary. (pp. 364-365)

Two studies suggest the importance of controlling for
educational attainment. Kinloch and Perrucei (1969)
studied a ,natiunal sample uf 143 prgamzations and iarly
4,000- engineers and managers. Of these,, 1,142 subjects
wtth 0 tu b years experience were studied in detail. College
grades had gamma coefficients of .42 with monthly salary,
.38 with yearly salary, .18.with level uf supervisory respon-

qobility, .40 with level uf technical responsibility, and .31
with 'participation in professional activities. Degree level,
however, had gamma coefficients of .80, .62, .31, .60, and
_57 with the same criteria, and prestige of college correlated
.33, .23, .08, .25, and .23 with the same criteria. Unfor-
tunately, this study did not attempt to' control, for the
effeet if ubtaming advaneed degrees and tlien examine
the effect of grades.

Perrueei and Periueei (1970) studied a sample of
engineers who had scan ed their B.S. degrees in engineering
from the Uniersity.of California at Berkeley and,the Um-
versity uf California at Lus Angeles from 1947 tu 1961.
A plow -up several years later gathered information about
(1) their gross annual salary in 1961. (2) their average

. .monthly salary in 1962, (3) the level of then teehmeal
responsibilhy, (4) the level uf their supervisory responsibili-.
ty, and (5) their involvement in professional aetivities.
Gavima eueffieients showed that cullege,grades were related
to each of the criteria as follows. (1) .40, (2) 35, (3) .17,
(4) .27, and (5) .29. Degree level was even more strongly
assueiated, having the following gammas. (1) .75, (2) ,57,
(3 .21, (4) .58, and (5) .51. Again, nu attempt was made
tu euntrul fur the effeet uf degree level in relating grades
tu the eriteria, su that a more suphistieated estimate uf the
relationship between grades and sueeess was nut possible.

Finally, two studies illustrate the use uf multiple salary
criteria. Cruuks and Campbell (1974) obtained data from
128 University of Michigan MBAs and 66 Cornell Universi-
ty MBAs six years after they had graduated fromAbusiness
school. /cosecs history questionnaire was administered tu
obtain information about salary and salary progress,

minx MBA, level uf responsibility attained, and level in
the management hierarehy. In addition, an exeeutive
position deseription questionnaire was administered.'
Predietur variables ineluded undergiaduate grades, ATGSB
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seures, business &Awed grades, aud business sehoul faeulty
ratings un 13 seales plus an oveiall rating uf performance.
The authors used a variety of measures uf Laurent salary,
increase in salary from-starting salary, and rate of increase,
Although business school grades were Lorrelated .14 with
three measules of current salary, undergraduate grade end
ATGSB Ascores were unrelated. None of the acadenm-
predictors was related to the indices of increase or rate of
increase in salary.

In another study, 'Pfeifer (1977) found that among
215 MBAs frum "a large, prestigias state university"
who responded tu a follow-up, neither -GPA nuri ATGSB
seures were related to salary po graduates a year -from
1960 to 1970 were sathpled), whether considering Starting,
current salary, or salary adjusted for inflation.

To summarize, most of the studies ,of salaries among
managerial level employees found a low relationship
between salary and4neasures of academic ability. (The same
general results were obtained in studies reported earlier by
yuchinskj, and Hdyt 1973,. 1974.) .In general, as noted
earlier, the closer the content of the ,measure of academic
aptitude or performance was to the actual duties of the
current position, the higher was the relationship.

Studies Using Level of Management Attained
as the Criteritn

Like salary, the managerial level a perso n attains must be
used cautiously as a criterion. Again, titles and levqls differ
from eumpany tu company. The same supposed level has
entirely different meanings in different euntext& For
example, some eumpanies have only two ur three vi.e
.esidents, each uf whom has broad powers. Banks have

traditionally had many via presidents, many uf whuni
must wurk within narrow areas. The issue is further eompli-
eated by the fact that the attainment uf a high-level
position represents a different level uf aeeumplishment at-
different stages uf the career. A viee 'presidency at 35 is
usualb a greater aeeumpligliment than one ht 55. Again,
the studies have euntrulled fur these umplexities with
varying methods and success.

Fur example, Kraut (1969) eondueted. a study based on
the nutiun that a high-level test is needed to discriminate
among high-level managers, i.e., tha the low correlation
between aeadeniic ability and sueeess.in high-level accom-
plishment found in other studies is due to the easiness uf
the tests used, which would result in a narrow range of
&Aires. Consequently, Kraut used the Concept Mastery
Test and the Ship Destination Test, buth vdry difficult
tests. They were administered tu 235 middle managersand
130 higher-level exceutivcs who atter ded advaneed manage.
ment training programs. 1 he results showed that the num-
ber uf position levels the managers had moved.four tu seven
years later was unrelated tu either test in either group.
In c,:plaining these mulct, Kraut argued that the number uf
managerial levels moved up is the best ur must iinpatant
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markei-of managerial success. Ile argued for a :Ihreshold"
effect: beyond a mibinuri level of talent 'needed to handle

the work of management, no more is needed.
The Kinloch and Perri= (1969) and Perrucci and

Perrucci (1970) studies reviewed in Hie last section found

ggamnngcoefficients of .40 and .17 between college grades
and 1hp level of technical responsibility, and .18 and .27

between grades and kvel of .supervisory iesponsibility.

However, as noted, in tbpse studies there was no control for

level of degrees Sttained.'
Using the same five classes described earlier (Harrell

1972,), Varrell and Harrell (1973) compared the Stanford
MBAs who kad reached general naagement with those

.< who were 4n ,marketing, finance, consulting, accounting,
production, and engineering, including resench and de-
velopment. Second-year grades did not seem to be ;elated
to attainment of early general management positions. On

the ATGSB, general- managers had higher quantitative

scores than those in marketing, but lower scores tharrthose

in production. There were no differences on ATGSB verbal

or totlil score. Again, it is probably hard to distinguish
among Stanford "MBAs in terms of academic ability.
General managers tended to be energetic, decisive,

dominant, and extroverted.
Crooks and Campbell (1974), hi the study described in-

the last section, used a varietyrof definitions of supervisory

level attained and related them to ATGSB scores, under-
.1

graduate grades, and business'school grades. ATGSB verbal

and business grades were correlated .15 and .15 respectively

with a score reflecting long-range planning, andbusiriess
school grades were correlated .17 with a score reflecting

exercise of broad power. Some of the measure's were corre-

lated w.ith whether the person administered an militia!

budget. Undergraduate grades were correlated -.22 with

this criterion, ATGSB quantitative, -.20, and ATGSB total,

-.15.
In sum, there isCirrixed evidence for a low rclationship

between supervisory level ,attained and measures of

academic abilitY and grades,
le'

Studies Usins Ratingas Criteria

.The 'advantages and diSadvantages Jsratings as criti)ria of

uccess well) discutsed .in .the section on. scientists. Al-
ough the advantages are ,similar, some of the disad an-

ge greater in management. The behaviors tha are
*being rated are nol as clearly related to success arj4 are

often difficult to observe or rate: Again, studies hav' %Tried

in the sophistication with which they have used ;a ings.

For example, Teypyr (1-969), in the studpescribed in
the last section,' used only two ratings: supervisor's ting

and a labor relations rating. Neither was sign ca ly

related to a verbal comprehension test. In a somewhat more

complex study, Rowland aod Scott (1968) used superiors'

\ ratings of: (1) supervisors' characteristics, add (2) amount,

4and (3) quality .of work done by their work groupM
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sure of intelligence, the Purdue Adaptability Test, was un-

related to any of tl,e criteria.
Palletit andIlloyi (1968) used a great variety of ratings.

A sample of University of Iowa graduates who had graduated

between 1954 and 1959 were followed up in 1964, or 5 to

10 yea,rs, later. Those' who were employed were rated by

their, immediate supervisors on rating sc'ales which yielded

23 thtee-item scale scores of "elements of srccessin general

business." In 'addition . overall r4ings of :`progiess" anil

"potential" were obtained. These twere correlated with

scores on the Iowa'College Scholarship and Placement Tests
and with gralles'in, the last two years of college. The former

was available for 1.16, and the latter for 184. The scholastic
aptitude test scores were related to five of the criteria
problem solving ability (r=.20): judgmein ( 20), accuracy
(.27), dependability. (.21), and written communication
(.19); coyege GPt1. was [lot related to the criteria..

In studies reviewed in the section on ratings of scientists

and engineers, -Kaufman (1972) found a pelation between

supervisory ratings and measures of academic abilp.in one
of the three samples studied. The Muchinsky arid Iloyt

(1973, 1974) studies found similar results, '

Studies Using,Genqral or Combined Criteria
of Success

Finally, a few studies have used 'general or composite
criteria of succes's. These lire varied. In a study,of the
ihteraction of various .traits, with tnotivation, \Ghiselli
(1968) judged 271 middle managers in a varidty.)f busi-

nesses arid organizations as "unsuccessful" of. not. A
measure of intelligence did. not 'correlate with this rating,

whatever the motivational state.
The Standard Oil Company of New-Ilersey (SONJ)

has assessed managerial success for many years. As reported

by Laurent (1962), SONJ sought predictors of threq
criteria, relative position level attained, salary prdgress, and

qatings of managerial effectiveness. These criteria were

comWned to form an oierall sucep index, whkh was
shown to be independent of age and ierience. This was

correlated with a variety of measures. Th iest correlates,

in (two samples, double cross-validated, oe onsisting of
222 managers and the other of 221 manage were special

biographical tUrvey keys (r=.63 in one sample, 50 in,the
other), special Guilford-Zimmerman keys (r=.31 and .1i),
.and a 'management judgment test (r=.51 and ;47).
Miller Analogies Test correlated .18 and .1.7 with success,
and a nonverbal reasoning test correlated .20 and .08.
Unfortunately, the specific correlations in the biographical
scale are confidential, so there is no hard information about

the correlpion of college'grades with siiccess. Hqwever, a

persolial eommunicalion from Laurent, as reported by

Campbell et al. (1970), indicated th.at successful managers
had been successful in college were active in taking advan- t

tage of leadership opportunities,rand were forceful, domi-

nant, assertive, mid confident.
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A number of other industrial studies, such as those
conducted -a( Prudential Insurance (Selpver 1962), have
used academic ability measunis, and the written reports
suggest that they may be useibl predictors. Unfortunately,
the reports are frequently vague about specific results,
which is:often clv...to their, desire for secrecy about tkir
companies. llowever, Bentz (1967) studied the success of a
wide variety of exectiVes at Sears, Roebuck, and Co., and
found that the highest median biserial correlations were,
in descending order Allport-Vernon.Lindsey
score (.28), Guilford-Mirtin self-confidence score (.25),
Kuder persuasive (.21), ACE test total scor,(.21). ACE
linguistic score ( 21), and Guilford-Maftin masculinity score
(.21).

As Campbell et al. (1970) point out, most of these
studies have technical weaknesses, such as lack of cross-

&
validation, contaminated criteria, and inappropriate
statistics They are also .difficult to' summarize as a group
because they have used different criteria, differeat predic-
tors, and very different metliods of assessing predictive
accuracy Fialy, sonw of the investigations have been
done on 'first-level supervisors instead of higher-level
management offiaals. In addition, many of-the studie are
based on small samples.. use poorly validated instruments,
and demonstrate-concurrent rather-than.predictive validity.
Rowever, the fact that tests of academic ability were cor-
related with the criteria provided sonic positive Validity fur
such measures.

In a related 'publication, Dunnette (1971) 4described,
studies conducted It the firm of Ame lean Telephone and
Telesraph that' buill.on the earlier %Fork 9f Campbell et al.
Eigr behavior rating factots were- di.veloped (general
effectiveness, administrative skills, interpersonal skills, etc.,
plus an overall staff prediction of the eventual success uf
the ratees). The company's test of mental ability was later
correlated, along with the assessment ratings and other
tests: with salary prugre.,s of college and nuntaillege men.
Generally, tile highest and must numerous correlations were
with staff assessment judgments, group simblatiuns uf
business dealings, and interview ratings. The hig.hest cor-
relations fur the mental ability test and twu Aasutes uf
"success" were, for college men in Cumpany A, 48 and .38

,respeitively,, in Company C51 and .32, fur non-cullege
men in Company B, .:17 and 45, and in Company C, .52

t.and
.28.
In a later AT&T study, Giant (1975) refiurted un the

predictive power of an initial assessment in relation tu
niamigement level readied eight years later. for 123 college
,men, the must important predictors were variables refkct
ing interpersonal skills, personal stability, administrative
skills, energy, and ,,ambitiun, scholastic ability correlated
A9. Among noncollege men, the most important predictors
were interpersonal skills and actministrative skills. Scholastic
abiliq correlated .31. There was no information about

?the ability level of the first group, except that they were
college graduates selected by the company.
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Because uf the manner in which these last few studies
have been reported, it is difficult to assess the adequacy of
the s.imples, measures, ur criteria. However, the Grant
report suggests Mat academic ability has ,?unie influence
un managerial success. This conclusion applies to all the
studies in this section.

4

Summary

Korman (1968) examined a wide variety of studies pub-
lished from 1947 to, 1965 attempting td predict managerial
performance. Criteria included ratings of performance,
administrative level attained, salary, objective performance,
an,d termination-of employment. A varjety of pred4ors
vqre used, including verbal ability testl (Cooperative
School and-CollegeAbility Tests, California Test of Mental
Maturityl American Counedon Education, Miller Analogies
Test, etc). Koiman concluded that such tests had some
value in predicting the performance of first-hue supervisors

. but were less useful in predikng higher-level, managerial
performance. De argued that this was not because cognitive
skills vim unimportant at such levels but because the
gruuk are ,su preselected that It would .be hard to show a
relationship. Thc later iesearch reviewed here tend to

--coiruburate that conclusion. The research also suggests
that the measure of academic success must relevant- to
managerial work-business -school' grades-dues have a

positive relation with managerial suecessi Again, the closer
. the currefit meagure of academic ability was to

the act dutws of a field, the better it predicted.

ACCOMPLISHMENT IN HIGH SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE

To this point wc have examined the relationship betw een
academic ability, Lir academic st14-4-ess and adult accc
plishment. The criteria of accuMplishinent have varktd,
but all have had ieasunable face-vAidity. It could be argued
that all represented suture accomplishment ur performance
that is valuable in the real world t.)f adult life. In this
chapter we shall examine a farge body of research con-
cerned with accomplishment in the high school of college
years. This level 'of accomplishment can vary considerably
in its intrinsic importance-and itss relevance tu accomplish-
ment tn the adult -world. For example, an undergraduate
who publishes an article in 'a scientific or scholarly journal
has met the saine high-level standards faced by professional
scientists ur scholars. In contrast, a student who works un
the school newspaper may only ,1,2e fulfilling a requirement
in a jourIalisin class. The .critelia used III Must of the
studies reviewed In this chapter were &signed to cover a
rang uf accomplishments from the private and, fairly
common (e.g., writing a poem for one's own Lileasure)
to the public and rare (e.g winning a prize fur a scientific
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experiment). Them; catelia arc generally fairly similar tu
adult accumphslunents, but are set at a somewhat lower
level and within the school or college context. The be-
haviors have clear significance within those .contexts,
although their importance tor .the general society is not
always entirely clear. However, they do represent accom-
plishments withirriparticulir settingand tliey art, imilor-
tant as precursors' of later ittainments..Furthermore, a
number (if the studiiis of adult accomplishment that have
been reviewed in earlier chapters have found that most
people who achieve at a high level during !their adult careers

had also achieved inlIthe same areas during high school LH

college. °
Since the meaning cif attainment is especially important

in these studies, considetable attention will be devoted
to descriptions of the development of criteria in the follow-
mg pages. The studies fall into two categories: those 'fiat
wc.c conducted at the National Merit Scholarship Corpora

tion and the Amerkan College Testing Program, and all
ot hers.

The National Merit Scholarship Corporation and
the American College Testing Program Studies

The National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) pas
founded in 1955 with the purpose of identifying the
nation's mov talented high sclloyl studeip and providing
fineincial assistance for their college educations. Suported"
by funds from the Ford FoundatiOn and the National
Science Foundation, the NMSC tested several million
high school students each year. After a number of studies
of the predictors of the academic accomplishment of the
yery bright students who received scholarships, the 14ISC

research staff began to explore definitions of talent broader
than that of academic ability. Since-they were concerned
about identifying students who would potentially make a
creative contribution to society, as well as to identify
those who were bright, the NMSC research staff, began a
series of investigations into the nature of creative accom-
plishments. Subsequently, the American College Testing
Program (Aci) conducted a series of similar studies. These
studies can be divided info the'correlational studies, the dis-
tribution studies, and the technical studies. The correla-
tional studies will be reviewed first.

In the rust of the NMSC investigations, Holland (1961)
reviewed the secondary school achievements of Merit

Finalists and developed scalp of "creative science per-
formance" and "creative arts perforinance." Because all
the scales used in subsequent studies follow the basic
inodel Holland used in this study, his account of the scales
deserves to e quoted in full.

The criteria of creative performance were derived from
a diecklist of accomplishments assumed to require
creative or original behavior. Creative performance is
defined as a performance which ik accorded public
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recbgnition through awards, prizes, ot publication,
and which may therefore be assumed to have excep
tional cultural value. Because of the difficulty in
arriving at a generally acceptable definition of 'creativi
ty,' these criteria should perhaps be regardens either
'notable scientific or. artistic performance,' although
we will refer to the criterion as 'creative' performance
hereafter to enhance readability. With this definition
as a guide, a list of 20 achievements at the high school
level was derived by reviewing the secondary school
achitvements of Finahsts from yrevitnis years. Items
were divided by content mto two scales. Creative
Science (5 items) and Creative Arts (1 I items). (Four oi
the original 20 items were omitted because they ap-
peared to be inadequate signs of creative behavior.)
(p. 137)

Holland found diat the creative peifunnance scales
were basically unrelated tu grades and acadeniii, ability.
Furthermore lie found that the scales and grades were cor-
related with very different IIILW.tres. Many of the variables
which had the highest correlations with the creative per-
formance scales had negative or near-zero correlams with
grades. However, this anclaion is based on results from
all extremely Hamm band 'Of academic talent. The Merit
Scholars were highly selected, not only in terms of
academic talent approximately the top 1 percent of aRpli-

cants -but also in terms of their extracurricular aetNit)q,
their reputation among school and local officials, etc.

llolland and Astin (1962) also found essentially no rela-
tion between college-level ".creative" accomplishment and
grades and academic ability in four separate samples of
Merit FinalistS in each year of college. In addition to the

'scales used in the Holland (1960 study, they developed a
scale of social or leadership accomplishments. Holland and
Astin studied the predictive' validity of information
collected before college ovcr one, Iwo, three, and four
years. Again,' no" relation between grades or ability and
creative and social accomplishment was found. They also
found that grades and social and creative accomplish-
ments had different patterns o'f, correlations with the
pre,dictive variables, which included the 16 PF and
California Psychological Inventory.

Nichols and Holland (1963) examined 154 predictors of
the first-year college achievements of a sample of Merit
Finalists in academic areas and in the areas of science, art,
writing, dramatics, music, and leadership. Items similar
to the ones used in this and subsequent studies are shown
in Table 2. To study the possibility that different predictors
could be related to all accomplishments and to rare accom-
plishments which involve public recognition, analyses were
conducted both ways. Essentially no relationship between
grades and accomplishments was found for the male
sample. However, among females, there was a correlation
of .30 with all sciehce accomplishments, .32 with rare
science accomplishments, and .36 with rate writing
accomplishments.
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Table 2. Examples of Items Usetiin High School and College Achievement Scales

Area Ihglrsehool items College items
-

. , Leadership

Art

F.

-

Science

Music

Writing

Speech and Drama

Organized a school political
group or campaign

Received an'award or special
recognition for leadership
of any kind

Was elected to one or more
student offices

Exhibited a work of art at my
school (painting, sculpture,
etc.)

Had photographs, dra gs or
other art work pubIfsheci in
a public newspaper or magazine

Won a prize or award in a state-
wide or regional artistic
competition (sculpture,
painting, ceramics, etc.)

..
Paritcipated in a National

Science Foundation suninie':
Program for high school
students

Won a prize or award of
any kind for scientific
work or study

Gave an original paper at a
scientific meeting
sponsored by a professional
society

Composed music which has
been given at least one
public performance

Performed with a professional
orchestra

Received a rating of "gooa"
or "excellent" in a state
music contest

Active member a four or more
student goups

Served on a student-faculty
conunittee or
group

Elected as one of the officers
of a class (freshinan, sophomoie,
etc.) in any year of school

Exhibited or published at my college one
or more works of art, such as drawings,
paintings, sculpture, etc.

Had dthwings, photographs, or
other art work published in a
public newspaper or magazine

Sold one or morc works of art,
such as drawings, paintings,
sculptures, ceramics, etc.

411.

Took part in the Undergraduate
Research Participation
program (URP) of the
National Science Foundation

'Is Received a prize or award for
a scientific paper or
project

Gave an original paper at a
convention or meeting
sponsored by a scientific
society or association

Had poems, stories, essays,
. or articles published in a

school publication
Had poems, stories, or articles

published in &public news-
paper or magazine (not

..- school paper) or in a state
or national high school anthology

Had leads in high school- or
church-sponsored plays

llad minor roles in plays
(pot high school- or church-
sponsored)

Placed rust, second, or third
in a regional or state speech
or debate contest

Composed or arranged music
which war publicly

...
performed

Have been paid for performing as a profes-
sional music teacher on a continuing basis

Attained a first division ratinb '
in a state or regional solo
music contest

Had poems, stories, essays, or
articles published in a
college publication

, Had poems, stories, essays, or
articles published in a
public (not college)
newspaper, anthology,
etc.

Had one or more leads in plays produced
by my college or university

Had one or more leads or
minor roles in plays not
produced by my university

Placed second, third, or fourth
in a contest in speech, debate,

..... extemporancov speaking, etc.
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A subsequent study by, I and Nichols (1964) was
distinguished by the crossvalidation of its results and by
the "potential- scales which the researchers developed,
based un the results just described. to assess lower-level
activities which might" predict accomplishment. These
scales werG described as follows.

To predict student achievement in artistic, musical.
literary, scientific, dramatic, and social fields, six

'potential for achievement' scales *re constructed
fur each sex.,Students falling in the upper and lower
27 '. on checklists of accomplishments for these fields
in high ichool, were compared for their preferences
tor 273 daib activities, hobbies, reading habits, school
subjects, sports, etc. Typical items included working on
guns, building scientific equipment, playing chess,
going to a public library, giving talks, collecting rocks,
playing charades, and 'drawing cartoons. The 15 most
discriminating items were selected for each of the- six
Potential Achievement Scales for each sex. (pp. 55-56)

These scales were developed tu meet the problem that
many achievemdnts are 'ciuite rare, the rare achievement.
however, was probably preceded by a variety of lower-level
activities by which the students' 'talents and skills wcve
developed.

Other predictors which had prov en tu be useful in
earlier studies were also included. In all, they used 130
predictors, In the results, high school grades and the SAT
did nut appear among the predictors selected by a stepwise
multiple regression program as predictors of college accom-
plishment. One interesting feature uf this stuily was that
there seemed tu be little point um thstringuishing between
all achievement; and rare achievements.

The most ndt5ble!' finding ... is that achievement in
high school or daily activities, interests, and involve-
ments which are rela.ted to/ achievement (Potential
scales) are the best predictors of achievement in college.
Expressed goals, such as grades a student expects to
ret:erve in college or making aa contribution to scientif-
ic knowledge,' are next in predictive efficiency. These
two trends are followed by a variety of measures of
lesser usefulness the Indccision Scale, intellectual
resources in the home, number of competencies, etc.
Of special interest, the Scholastic Aptitude Test (Verbal
and Mathematical scales) failed to enter th'e multiple
correlations at this high level of aptitude. (p. 64)

Nichols (196) subsequently followed a similar
strategy. He developed new scales from items taken from
the Adjective Check List, the Vocational Preference Inven-
tory, the Califoinia Psy cholugical Inventory, iid an objec-
tive behavvr inventory. consisting of a listing of 326
hobbies, sports, leisure time activities, interactions with
other people, etc.

A critical study by Holland and Richards (1965) is im-
portant, not only, because it shifts the research activity
to the American College Testing Program, but because it
is based on a large, diverse, and typical sample of college

freshmen. The sample of 3,770 men and 3,492 women
includebl students from a wide variety of ability levels and
appeared to be a reasonably representative sample of tly
national college freshman population. The colleges included
a wide variety of institutions. A new type of measure was
used, which assessed studants' competencies in a wide
variety of areas. Students checked from a list of 143
those activities which "you can do well or competently."
The assumption underlying these scales is that a large
number of competencies is conducive to achievement
generally and that competencies in a particular Field are
conducive to, achievement in the same field. Typical items
fur this list included. "I have a working knowledge of
Roberts' Rules of Order," "I c.an make jewelry ," "I can
read blueprints.- The number of activities checked equals
a student's range, or total number, of competencies.
Reasonably reliable scales were also developed in eigkt
areas of competency, such as scientific, leadership, art,
etc. The reliabilities (K-R 20) of the achievement scales
were considerably higher than those used in the NMSC
studies, ranging from .72 to .84 for men and .65 to .81 fur
women.

In general, the correlations between academic measures
and the achievement ,scalcs were significant but low,
averaging .04. The highest correlation between ACT test
scores and achievement was .18. The highest between
grades and achievement was .21. In contrast, the competen-
cy scales correlated with many of the achievement scales*at

a moderate level.'
The researchers also examined the possibility that the

basic relation between academic ability or performance and
the socially relevant accomplishments examined in these
studies is curvilineal. That is, the correlations are low
because only the very able are truly able to achieve; i.e.,
the distribution would he so skewed to the high-ability
end that the correlation would appear low. Holland and
Richards compared eta coefficients with the Pearson
productuloment correlations, examined the 'scatter plots,
and found no evidence for the idea.

Finally, they computed biserial correlations-between
the items in the achievement scales and the four ACT scores
and average high school grade. "This analysis was impOitant
to perform for several reasons: isince the scalesi of noti-

academic accomplishment contain many low leveLaccom;
plishments, they' may assess quantity rather than quality pf
aoumplishment." T,lie median correlations between ACT
scores and achievement was .03 for men, and .05 for

w omen, the range mas from -.15 to .22 fur both sexes.
The median correlation, between grades and'achievements
was .03 for men and .05 for women, the raw was from
-.13 to .36 for men and -.11 to .32 for women. Some 90
percent of the correlations fell between ±.15.

In 1966, Richards, Itolland, and Lutz attempted to
develop revised scales of college level accomplishments in
th six areas assessed in the earlier studies, and to develop
new , scales in the areas of social science achieveMent,
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Table 3. Sunimary Wm-Analysis of the Relationship between CPA, Academic Ability,

and Nonacademic accomplishment

Median
Correlation Value

Low
Value Modal Categories

N
Correlations

A. With CPA
Leadership .15 .27 -.04 59% between .11 and .25 59

Musk .00 .16 -.06 79% between-.05 and .04 58

Drama and speech .04 .12 -.06 75% between.01 and .10 16.7

Art -.03 .13 -.10 83% between .00 and -.10 60

Writing .08 :17 -.05 82% between .01 and .15 60

Science .07 .19 -.08 70% between .01 and .10 57

B. Witle Academic Ability
LeVership .08\ .20 59% between .01 and .10 34

Music .06 .13 71% between .01 and .10 34

Drama and Speech 62% between .01 and .10 34

Art 62% between .0,1 and .10 34

Writ* .14 .22 .04 71% between .11 and .20 34"

Science .09 .20 .00 68% between .01 and .15 34

hunialustn,-,ultural aduevonent, business aduocnrent,
sudal partkipation, sodil servi..e adncveinent, and rch
grous servh.e. They also developed a s,ale ur recognition
fur a.adeini, a,umphshment. The s,alesev,q4 administered
to freshmen m 6 ..olleges, suphonicreNin 31 k,olleges, and
seniors in 12 ,olleges., Expeaedly , means on the 10-item
svAles maeased from dass tu dass. The median reliability
weffioem among men was .65 for freshmen, .66 fur
sophomores, and .71 fur sepors. The wrresponding figures
among.kvomen Were .62, .591 and .70.

The researchers found that there were low relationships
between college grades and the aecomplishmentsessesNd in
both the six areas studied in earlier studies and the new
areas in all three samples. In contrast, grades were Lor-,.
related with the five-item scale, recognition for acadenik
accomplishment, the correlatiovs ranged from .39 to .46.
*This result is Important because it suggests that neither the
brevity nor the skewness of the other accomplishment
scales produced the lack of rel4tionship with grades.

In a subsequent study, Richarts, -Holland, and Luiz
(1967) again studied the freshman and sophomore s6ples,
this time examining the predictors of college level accom-
plishments among information collected from'the students
wiled they were applymg to college. Neither high school
grades nor ACT test scores had correlations as high as .20
with, any college accomplishment in any nonacademic arca
in either sample.

To examine the possibility,that this lack of correlation
was due to a procedure which had grouped together
students from many different colleges, the researdiers also
computed the correlations of ACT test stores and. high,
school grades with college "achievements of males at eak.h
individual coN1lege in the sophomore sample. The median
correlations were very, similar to the correlations for the
total sample. The typical correlation was dose to zero,
although the correlations 'between ACT tests and non-
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awdenn, k,ullege accomplishments ranged from -.53 to
.41 d the correlations between high school grades and'

college accomplishments ranged from -.49 to
.31. There, was nu systematic relationship betweel1 the ske
uf the ,urrelations and characteristics a the colleges. For t'
cAuiliple, there was nu trend for the correlations to be NO-

e in scle..tive ,olleges and negathe in unselective colleges.
A meta-analy sis ,Vullowing procedures suggested by

Glass, 1978) uf the results of the NMSC and the American
College Testing Program 'results that were based on
"typical samples of cllege students was performed. It
examined between 34 and 60 cOrrelations of academic
ability tests and grades with the accomplishment scales that
were vorted in these studies. As shown in Table 3, the
results showkmedian correlations between leadership and
grades of .15, and leadership andyst scores of .08; between,
science and grades of .07, and betweentscicnce and test
scores .09; between writing and grades .08, and between
writing and test scores .14; between dramatic arts and
grades .04,.and between dramatic drts atit te scores .04;
between - musit and grades .00, and 'befween music and
test scores .06; and betwee& art and grades -.03; and
beveen art and test scores .03. Thus, in general, there arc
low positive relationships between,academieability, grades,
and extracurricubr accomplishment in leadership, science,
and writing, but not in the other areas. Why would this be
so? Students engage in activities for a variety of reasons,
related to their needs, their personalities, and their inter- ,

csts. The degree of their parpcipation can be influenced by "
major fields, classes, professors, friends, and residences, to
name onb some obvious influences. These personal charac-
teristic's and situational variables work independently of
aademic ability and inay well be more influential. (In fact,
soms NMSC and ACT studies suggest that both personal
and institutional characteristics do have consistent in-

fluences on accomplishment.) For exam4e, students
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aspiring to be television writers may write stories or plays
no matter what their acackemic ability. Or a student-with a
strong need for self-expression may audition,for and obtain
parts in plays. A student who has worked in chemistry from
an early age eay conduct an experune"rit. A music major
may have to compose aml perform a composition as part of
a class requirement. A student in a speech class may be en-

couraged to enter a debate contest for ;:xtra credit. A. pro-
lessor may encourage a student to submit a poem for
publication, and another professor may encourage a student
to cooperate in the writing.,of atpaper. A student's friends
may encourage her to run fur Ass office. A residence may

,empliasite particifkition. in campus clubs ur political

activity. None of these personal or situational spurs to
participation and accomphshmeLt necessaily has anything

\ to do with academic ability.
Ihus, it is not that acadenuc ability is irrelevant in

, accomphshmpt, but rather., that it$ one, among man}
factors influencing ,college Attainment. One of the must
important of these is simple pathopation students who

'Ittriut enter contests cannot win them a variable probably
Thosi influenced by ifiterests and needs. Perhaps 'the next
most important is the degree of participation-;tudents who
have rules in many plays are more likely eNentnally to play
a lead than students w4u have rules in only one or two.
The degree ul participation Is, probably most influenced by
persistence. enjoyment of the activities, and encouragement
received.

To summarize, the correlational studies of grades and
academic- ability tests in relation tu scales uf accomplish-
ment show a small relationship. The small relationship dues
not seem due to unEelnibility, skewness, Or other statistical
defects of thc scales. The samples of students and adults
represented a wi e range of 'ability in a variety of ty Nis of
sehook. colleges and siotions and included individuals
ranging froT h gh school stUdents to college alumni. The

,patterns of correlations of accomplishments and itademic
porential ,with personality, interest, value, self-concept,
and activity variables also suggest that there is a small
relationship.

Although the results are very consistent. some individ-
uals may still question them on the grounds that the corre-
lations obscure distinct differences between the highly
academically able and ihe average person. They argue that
one' needs to examine iheqkdistributions of accomplishment
at different levels of acadethic ability.

here have been several studies of the frequency, of
accomplishment at several levels of academic ability or
grades. They have been of two types. comparisOn of groups
and simulated selection studies. 1 he first of thesd studies
was conducted by Astin (1964), who compared 334 Merit

Scholars with an unselected sample of entering college
freshmen at 248 colleges who were matched with the
scholars on socioeconomic background. The cumpirisons
of high school accomplishments revealed considerable
superiority of the Merit Scholars in science and writing,
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slight superiority in leadership, and approximate equality
in drama, art, and music. These results appear to be in dis-
agreement with the correlational results. However. it should
be recalled that half of the Merit Scholars were selected by

cieinittee which not only examined their test scores
but tilso stAied their high school a..omplishments. In
,addition, a number of scholarships were awarded because
the students showed promise of exeptional achievement
in a particular area or because they w ere pdged creative.
In addition, a large number of thezemainder were awarded
according to criteria stipulated by a sponsor, which some-
times included exceptional accomplishment.

Perhaps a less biaseecomparison was made by Baird
(1968), who compared- the college accomplishments of
a ty pical cross section of students (desribed earlier under
Baird 1969a), with the accomplishments of the very bright
National Merit Finalists describal by Nichols and Ilolland
(1963). Both groups reported their accomplishments at the
end of their freshman year. Comparisons were based on the
percentages reporting 35 specific ac,comiilishments. Baird
found that, in general, there was s,ery little difference
between the two groups. '-

In a scund substudy. Baird compared the number of
high school a'cliievements of bright and average students.
using data from the Michigan Scholarship Program, which
regularly '&ts a large number of Michigan high school
students and uses the ACT test battery as a basis for con-
siderjng students for scholarships. Only students with an
ACT composite score of or above were considered
eligible fur scholarships. Baird compared students who
were eligible with those who were not. 'The mean ACT
composite score of 14,424 eligible studenh was 25.5,
Zpproximately the 86th percentile of, students enrolled
at ACT-participating colleges (American College Testing
Program, 1973). The mean of 10,680 students who were
not considered eligible was 18.2. approximately the 35th
percentile on national norms. Baird compared the number
of high school achievements for 'the two groups using
simple analysis of variance. The researcher also calculated
Hays's (1963) omega squilred (c,o2). a statistic,(similar to
the intraclass correlation coefficient) which assesses the
strength of an association between a ria b 1610y estimating
the proportion of variance in a dependent variable ac-
counted for by the independent variable. The distributions
of the number uf accomplishments were very similar in
both groups. although there were small significant dif-
ferences favoring thc high-ability group in writing, leader-
ship, and science. Although these differences were signifi-
cant, he omega-squared values indicated that in no case
did academic ability account for as much as 1 percent"of
the variance in accomPlishment.

Elton and Shevel (1969) followed yet another strategy
to study the relaionship between academic ability and
nonacadenucAccomplishment, comparing the high sch?ol
accomplishments oG students who were one-standard
deviation above the mean on both the ACT English and the
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favoring the low group un 14, and nu differencot un 62.
When the high high group was compared with the average-
avrage gr9up, the;tamparisons favored the high group on
34, the average group on 9, and showed no difference on 53.
When the average-average group was compked with the
low_low group, the comparisons favored the average group
on 8, the low group on 8, and showed no difference on

* 80. Thus, there seemed to be some evidence for a relation-
ship between acadernk ability and accomPlishment.

Subsequently, Wens (1967) cakulated the propbrtion
uf students at several grade levels who had demonstrated
,accomplishment in 18 different areas of attainment. Werts's
sample was 127,125 students who had completed a' survey
uf their plans and high school activities when they began
their first year uf college. Students with high high-sdioul
grades tended tu have somewhat more actomplisliThents
than the students with low high school grad(s. For exam-

. ple, among males, 14.4 percent of the C students versus
31.8 percent bf the A students had had a lead in a school
play.

Hullind and Rkhards (1967a) replied to Werts by
reanalyzing Werts's data tu show "what y ou miss by various
selection rules as well as what yuu gct . . . By reanaly zing

Wens data ... we created a single table that shpws what
percentages uf students with various kinds of achievement
are ehnnnated by the Ube of various glade levels as belek,tion
scores.- (pp. 2051206). They found that

The selection of only A+ or A students (a selection
rule that will admit nearly all students in the top
deeile ot grades) will result in the elimination of 74-93%
IA all students with various kinds of nonacademic
accomplishments. To take another more concrete
example, if you only select the A or A+ students (about
the top decile of acadenni, talent), youilould get 1,843
class presidents, but you would miss 11,096 class
presidents . . . . In short, the use of grades as an effi-
cient sign for the selection of multitalented persons
is not warranted by the Werts' data. (p. 206)

loiland and Richards then went un to reply to Werts
and other critics by presenting evidence to make four
points which oppose contentions by, their critics. (1) the
small percentages of students with nonacademic accom-
plishments du nut present a misleading picture uf the
actual relationships between academic and nunacaaenuc
accomplishments, (2) the laOt of relationship is not due tu

mathematical vtoies, with thi. accomplishments uf those
who %vele below average on both and uf those whiAvere
average .on both. The high-lugh group L. umpused about 3
percent uf the sample, as did the low-low group, and the
average group about 60 percent. The sample was a .3
pekent random sample uf students who completed the
ACT examination in 1966-1967. When the comparisons
ut thie individual accomphshinents uf the men and women
ni the high-high group with Pic group fur men and
women are combined, the results showed differences favor-
ing .thi! high-high group un 20 accomplishments, differences
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a narrow lange uf talent, (3) the lack of relation is not due
t.) statistical artifacts, and (4) une cannot ose academic
cr,tiiria fur selection and hope tu sele4 a gioup of students
v.hu will achieve in nunacadenik creath c areas. On the last
pudit, Holland and Richards open di, que'stion of the com-
parative consequences of using acadeink ability and nun-
acadeht-Lactomplishment fur selection purposes. Earlier,
Nituls and Holland (1964) had studied these consequences
in a sample uf National Merit Finalists. Information on
earhei performance had been collected, and the criteria
were academic and nunacadenlic achievement in college.
They examined nine alternative methods for selecting
students, including selecting un ability tests, un grades,
and un accomplishnicuts. Then conclusions included.

(a) Additional selection on aptitude using either the
same or a different tot does not appreciably improve
selection for high-level college performance. (b) Selec-
tion on the basis df high school rank produces students

hu demonstrate superior academic perfoirmanee, but
nut necessarily other kinds of achievement. (c) Selec-
tion on the basis of a broad range of high school
achievements results in 11 broad range of achievement in
college without lowering the level of academic per-
formance. (p.'33),

Subsequently, , Wing and Wallach (1971), at Duke Cini-
versity, used sonic uf ,the Holland' and Richards (1965)
scales to examine the types uf classes one would obtain if
one selected un the basis u,f SAT scores alone, oi . the basis
uf high school rank alone, on the basis of both SAT scores
and high school rank, and un the basis uf creative accom-
plishments. Criteria were the students' high school accom-
plishments and personal characteristics. Expectedly, the
SAT strategy selected students with higher high school
rank, the high school rank strategy selected students with
high SAT scores, and the use uf both selected students high
un both. None of these strategies was particularly successful
in obtaining a class with ma4 high school accmuplish-
ments. Using high school creative accomplishments as the
admissions criterionWiug and Wallach found that a class
high in such accomplishments would be slightly higher than
the totalfpopfilation on SAT scores and high school rank.
Although Wing and Wallach provided extensive comparisons
of the characteristics of students about whom the Anis-
skins decisions of the strategies disagreed, they did not
show the characteristics uf the students who would be re-
jected by each strategy by itself.

The Wing and Wallach study was criticiied in variou%
quarters for the restriction of range of academic talent
(average SAT-verbal and mathematical scores of the appli-
cants were close to 600, the accepted students close to
650), for the fact it was confind to a single institution,
and for the lack of follow-up data, that is, the performance
of the admitted students in college.

Earlier than the Wing and Wallach study at Duke, Baird
and Richards (1968) examined-the effects of various selec-.
tion strategies in a large sample of students in 35 diverse



collegq. In contrast to the Wing and Wallach study,
analyses showed their sample to include a wide range uf
academic ability and to be representative of students at
these colleges. Furthermore, the success of the selection
strategies was evaluated by college criteria of the number of
college accomplishments in six areas, college grades below
C, college grades of A, and the percentage who had dropped
out. The st.,.tewes were, (. admission only on the basis
of grades, (2) admission on tile basis uf high school creative
accomplishments, and (3) admissions on buth. First, the
characteristics of entering classes which would be admitted
by the strategies were examined, These analyses showed
that the use ut grades tu select students would result in a
class of students who would make passing-grades (but few
who would make A grades in college), whu would nut drop
uut, and who would nut be more (or less) likely tu achieve
in nonacademic. areas. Admission un creative accomplish
ments would- result in college classes that would include
many students whu would write stories and essays, develop
their own science, experiments, create their own musk,
take part in college and non-college plays, submit works uf
art to art t. unlests, and run for ampus uffkes.The students
selected by this strategy would be also somewhat less likely
to drop out but were riot 'more (ur less) likely tu have Rud
wades. %hen the selection strategies were compared on the
basis of the number uf college achievers who would be
eliminated by the., strategy, Baird and Richards found the
following results, stringent selection on the basis of high
school gralcs would resiilt in the elimination of must stu-
dents who would have college accomplishments in leader-
ship, art, music, speech and drama,, writing, and science.
In addition, the selection of students with high school
grades of ur above would also result in the elimination
ot three quarters of the students who would obtain passing
grades in college. The results for the strategy of using high
school creative accomplishments for selection are compli-
cated because the consequences vary from area to ,area.
However, it is'clear tha stringent selection un nonacademic
accomplishments also eliminates many nonacademic as well
as academic achievers in college.

Other Studies of Students

We have concentrated on the NMSC and the ACT studies
to this point because they form a continuous body of in-

quiry. However, there are several other studies involving

students that have examined the relationship between
academic ability and accomplishment and that used dther
measures and often concentrated on other questions.

For example, Milgram and Milgram (1976) used a crea-
tivity test and a variant of the accomplishment criteria
just described. They studied an entire high school class-(60

boys and 85 girls) in Tel-Aviv. The criteria were self-reports
of accamphshments adapted from Holland and Richards in
mne areas ranging from science to sports. All were lumped

together in three different scoring systems. High scorers,
scored high on an adapted version oLthe Wallach and
Kogan (1965) creativity battery, but 'not on IQ or school
grades. They also found that quantity and quality of
imomplishment could not be separated.

.; Similarly, Cropley (1972) administered six creativity
tests plus an IQ test to seventh graders; five years later,
111 9f these students were questioned concerning their
art, drama, literature, and music attainments, using the

Holland and Richards scales. No signifiept correlations
were found between IQ and the criteria aniong girls, and

only one (.32 with literature) among boys. Cropley found
sunie low positive correlations between attainments and

creativity tests.
Skager, Shultz, and Klein (1965) developed an instru-

ment similar tu the Holland and Richards scales, the Inde-

pendent Activities Questionnaire. They developed scores on
the number uf h h sdiool accomplishments (quantity)
and then judeed the quality of the accomplishments for
142 male state university entering freshmen and 150 male
technological institute freshmeik In neither sample was the
SAT-verbal score, SAT-mathematical score, or high school,
rank -related tu quality or quantity. However, when the
samples were combined, there were small correlations
between quality.scures and the SAT, chiefly because the
technological institute student's had higher SAT and quality_

scoies.
In a study by Locke (1963), 122 high school juniors

and seniors attending a Cornell University summer NSF
program were given a large battery of tests which were:

factor-analyzed to yield 11 factor scores. Criteria were
classroom achievement, as represented by grades and
teacher ratings, and out-of-class achievement, as represented
by ra tings of thetamount and quality of independent
scientific work donok and teachers' comments about the
students. Classroom khievement was predicted by mea-
sures of vocabulary, self-control, and high socioeconomic
status versus independence. Out-of-class achievement was
predicted by school and city size, creative energy, inde-
pendence, and originality. Vocabulary and general reason-
ing measures were unrelated to out-of-class achievement in
the total sample.

Using somewhat different criteria, James et al. (1972)
obta.ned faculty ratings of 813 high school students for the
areas of dance, music, theater, and visual art. They also
used checklists of creative activity and recorded the number
of awards in arts obtained by eacji student. Although no
detailed results are reported, they concluded "The cor-
relations between the art criteria and academic GPA varied
from nonsignificant to moderate and significant. In general,
it appeared that somewhat different subsets- of abilities
were requirettfor successful performance in the two fields."

The five Studies just reviewed were general research
studies, t. uncerned chiefly with studying the relationships
among variables. The next three were related to the practi-
cal concerns of scholarship programs.
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Datta (1967) studied high school senior applicants to
tile Westinghouse Science Talent Search (STS) whu had
submitted a researdi project that was judged fur "crea-
tivity and potential creatnity:' by the refined methods uf
tia seatdi. Only students who soared above the 80th per-
cntile a sientifk aptitude test were ticluded. Five

hundred thirty uf these students were divided into
three, groups, differing on the rated creativity uf then
projea. There were nu signifkant differences between the
gioups un the SAT verbal' ur SAT-mathematical SLUIes.
It should be noted, however, that the mean SAT scores
were quite high.

In a later study., Parluff et al. (1968) compared 266
participads in the STS whose reports uf an Independent
leseardl 'project were judged creative with 672 w hose
projects were judged less so. (All scored at the 80th per-

Inghei un a sUlellce aptitude test.) There were nu
.differencts un SAT-verbal ur -mathematical Scores, high
school glade average, social doss, ur birth order. There
were, however, differences oti some personality scales.

Edgerton (n.d.) examined data frum the 1968-69 STS
foi the W estinghouse Scholarships and Awards plut;rant.
Students around the country submitted _an mdependvt\
research project, a report uf more than 1,000 words,, a;
peasonal data blank, and a high saw! transcript. They also
completed a science aptitude examination. From the 2,356
seniors found eligible, an honors group of 300 was selected,
and 40 scholarship. winners were chosen from the latter
group. Four selection models were compared; (1) a model
plaang primary emphasis un quality uf research proje,t ("a
basis uf actual performance analaguus tu that uf adult
skAentists''), (2) a model using the successive hurdles uf
a,..ademic achievement m high school, scores un the science
aptitude examination, and then the project, (3) a model
using examination scores and academic adnevement only ,
(4) a model oismg a composite uf attainment m all areas.
Results yvere "that 'two-thirds uf the students chosen
fur their Scientific Performance would , nut have high
enough SOHO if Academic Alluevement had been the sole
,..riterion. And two-thuds of, those chosen un a t),ISIN uf
Awdeniic Adilevement had such low ratings un then
Prujea Reports and Personal Data Blanks that they were
nut included in the Scientific Performance. . Since the
overlap among the studs,schusen by these two means was
relatively small, it strongly suggests that evidence uf scien-
tific talent as indicated by actual scientific performance Is
only partially related tu academic achievement."

Sninlar results were uttamed by Schmidt (1973) who
used six measures tu predict the standing on seven criterion
Measures of creativ fly among 105 thst-year amintecture
students. A measure uf academic success V. L., Mit related tu
the criteria.

Getzel and Ciakszentimhalyi (1975) administered a stx-
hour battery uf tests to 179 students at the School uf the
Art Institute of Chicago, one of the leading art schools m
the ,ountry . In addition, several hundred additional Insti-

tute students completed part uf the battery yt tests. As a
gruup, the art students scored dose to the average fur
college students on the ,..ognithe tests used, but differed
markedly from college averages on measures uf values
and pet suhality . Mixed results welt: obtained when test
scUleS were related to grades in studio ,art L.ourses and to
teadiers' ratings uf the students' originality. Fur example,
among female students in applied art, there were some posi-
tive relationships between art gradcs and perceptual and
cognitive tests, but among the male students, these relation-
ships did nut huld and were sometimes negative. The
authors mention a positive correlation of .52 between
spatial visualization and art grades fur female students, for
the male students it was -.32. In any case the authors
concluded that traditional acadenik, ability is of relatively
little importance in art.

Smmilar conclusions were drawn by Burkhart (1967)
who reviewed various studies uf the relationship between
artistic performance in school and academic success and
measures of intelligence.

Finally, Mednick (1963) studied 43 University of
Midiigan and Northwestern University graduate students
in psychology. They were rated un Taylor's (1963) research

creativity, scale by their research advisors. Neither GPA nor
Miller Analogies Test sLa.tres were related tu the ratings,
although a measule uf creative thinking was.

Conclusion

The studies just described present ev ideno: that is in

general agreement with the `evidence uf the NMSC and ACT
studies. Ovelall, whatever the puipuse uf the study, and
however the sample was selected, the results have generally

been the Janie. small relationships between academic ability
and accomplishment in the high school or college y ears.

The iesults' uf these various studies du nut necessarily
imply the elimination uf academic tests and grades as ad-
missions criteria. After all, tests and earliel grades are by
far the must efficient prediaurs of avadelnic performance
in college, and acadenik, performance is the must important
part of students' collegiate .areers. The puint is simply that
colleges Interested in other kinds uf performance shuuld
luuk fur evidence uf potential fur those ty pes of per-
formance among their applicants. Since earlier accomplish-
ment in an area is by, far the best predictor uf subsequent
accomplishment, attention should be devoted tu these
attainments. And this attention is certainly cunsistent-wilh
the wrrent admissions situatiun. That is, inure and more
students delay entry' tu college after high school,leave
college fur a few years, and seek unusual work or other ex-
periences during their breaks from their studies. In addi-
tion, more students work during school and college, and
inure older students are entering colleges. Many of these
students have diad educationally valuable exOriences
outside the classrUoin, fur which they received no credit.
Many schools and colleges have also begun a wide Variety of
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St
oill-campus programs of independent study, work experi-
ence, public service, and so on. In this way, may stn-
dents have opportunities they would not otherwr have
had to develop and demonstrate their talents.

Clearly, tests and traditional undergraduate trans'cripts
do not provide adequate means of recognition rof these
kinds of learning and accomplishment. For these reasons,
it is important to find ways to assess the accomplishments
of students.

Another purpose in assessing students' accomplish-
ments is to select students who are likely to be productive,
to be creative, to provide leadership, and to make a contri-
bution to their fields. Many admissions committees, fed
with large numbers of applicants and dwindling runds, feel
the need for some way to assess the higlulevel, noninstitu-
tion-sponsored accomplishments of students. They Wish to
have some way of selecting students who will be outstand-
ing students and who will eventually contribute most ta
society. As the review of reseaNh indkates, the most effi-
cient information for prediaing future aci.omplishments is
data on previous accoMplishments. The studies reviewed
show that the best predictors of future high-level, real-life
accomplishment in writing, soeme, art, music, and leader-
ship are similar imomplishments, albeit at a lower level, in
previous years. In fact, as with all other behavioral and
scientific prediction, which is based on the consistency of
the same ol similar phenomena over film, the studies
indicate that the most effective predictor of high-level
accomplishment is past high-level behaviors of the same or
similar types;..People who have been outstanding in a wide
variety of areas in suence, literature, creative arts, and
public z.affairs have been shown tu have had a%A..omplish
ments in those areas in their high sdiool and %,ollege years.
The 'institution that wishes to have graduat'es who will, be
outstanding in their fieltis in the future might well consider
the previous accomplishments of their applicants. To date,
information about past ncomplishments has proved tu
be a tar better predktor of high-level ru..i.omplishmAt than
measures of ability, interests, or personality. As the present
and an earlierreview (Baird 1976) both indicate, scales of
real-life accomplishments can be constructed that are
reliable, usable, and seldom faked. They can be used in
selection decisions in a variety of ways. They seem particu-
lady useful when there is a need to assess talents somewhat
removed from academic ability, such as artistic capacity,
musical skill, ability to write expressively and forcefully,
dramatic power, and the intuition needed to devise a
scientific experiment. As these examples suggest, the
assessment of talent is more difficult in some areas than in

others, and, consequently, the predictive power of the
variables will vary from area to area. In any case, these
measures cannot replace measures of academic talent , they
simply provide indications of capacity, in and out of class,
in other areas that are useful for specific purposes. The

range of talents that institutionlonsider in their applicants
could We greatly expanded if they used these measures.

Thns, an institution could not onlyzelect students wll'O will
get good grades, but students who will be-good organizers
of research, leaders in.political and nonpolitical organI7a-

tions, good writers, and inventive 'experimenters.
Another important reason for developing measures of

lin- and out-of-class activity is that the student applying for
Itudy has a right to be able to present his or her skills
talents, and Ahievements to selection committees. As
recommended by the College Board's Commission on Tests;
students should have some choices in the.picture of them-
selves that selection officers see. And there is a further
positive outcome of the inclusion of this sort of, informa-
tion. The students w'.o complete a form that asks for their
personal, a4omplishments may feel that they arc being
taken mora seriou'sly and that they have had a ClIACC to
present their best side.

GENERAL SUCCESS AND SnCIOLOGICAL
STUDIES OF CAREER ATLAINMENT '

The studies reviewed to this point have used relatively
spedfic criteria of accomplishment within fields or spe-
cialize4 areas of activity. . It is possible that the generally
low relationship between these criteria and academic ability
may be attributed ti; their specificity. That i, it may be
that attainment in specific roles oi positions is so narrow
that the full force of academic ability cannot be seen. How-
ever, it is .possiblc that ic one were to look at success or
ai.complishment across positions or occupations, Quie would
find that academic ability plays a large role. Perhaps more

riteria sudi as general,success, occupational status,
and personal income across a wide range of ability would
more appropriate. Although these criteria arc obviously

more ambiguous and problematical, they are the only ones

that can apply across a heterogenous group of careers.
There have been two general categories of studies- long-

range follow-ups of college students and sociological studies

of career attainment.

Long-Range Follow-Ups of College Students

Researchcis at several institutions have fallowed up samples
of their alumni to determine their level of "success." The
criteria have diffled, and the samples have been divided in
various ways. For example, Jones (1956) Cxamined the
careers of graduates of the University of Buffalo .from the

classes of 1929 to. 1941 (the average was 20 years after
graduation) in relationship to the data available for them,as
college freshmen. Self-reported intome and professors'
ratings of their success were the criteria. For income among
the arts and science majors,, college grades correlated .34
(significant) with income, test scores .04 (nonsignificant);
among business majors, grades correlated - 04 (nonsig-
nificant) and tests -.29 (significant) Professors' ratings of
arts and science majors' success were correlated with grades
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.30 (signdicant) and tots .24 (significant), fur business
majors, grades were correlated .20 (significant) and tests .18
(nun§ignificant). When income wGis used as the...rut:ha within
the occupational groups of (1) JL.1010; (including M.D.$),
('1) social service (including law), (3) education-. ar,d (4)
business, colkge glades were nut significantly related in any
group. UMW. vr, tests were positively related iii education
(.48), and negatively related in business fields (-.23). When
only law) ers were studied, neither grades nor tests were
related to income. Junes's study suggests some of the
probims of using general leve4 uf "success" as criteria.
Obviously , some ocirtipations have higher average incomes
than others, and entrance to some, such as law and medi
eine, ate dependent on high grades and test scores.

Another complexity is suggested by a study by Elder
(1968). For 63 men, Elder found that IQ scores obtained in
1938 predicted occupational status (r=.42) and educational
level (r -.50) in 1958 fur middle class men, but they did nut
predict either of these fur working class men. In contrast,
the Strung Vocational Interest Blimk -occupational level"
score did prediet in the latter group, but nut in the former.
Elder's study illustrates the importance of an individual's
social class. Social class' influences high school graduation,
entrance to college, attrition during college,alid entrance to
graduate and professional school (Baird 1976).

For 619 male university graduat4, Lewis (1975) found
a small, but significant, assUcia.tion between occupational
success and the Iowa Placement Tests. The University of
Iowa administered the, tests to students admitted in the
apdemic years 1948-49, 1954-55, and 1959-60. Lewis

'followed them up in the late 1960s. Occupational success
was defined by Rue's (1966) system into three groups. The
distribution of occupational success fur the half lower al
ability was level 1 (highest), 9 percent, level 2, 72 percent,
level 3, 19 percent. The corresponding figures fur the high-
est quartile were 24, 66, and 10. For, those between the
50th and 74th percentile, the figures were 16, 74,.and 10.

Wulfson.(1976) followed up after 25 years 306 women
who had attended the University of Minnesota during
193336. They w ere placed into five career categories of
career a,..,..6iiiplAment ranging from "never worked- to "un-
usually high accomplishment", 29 variables were studied.
The variables that discriminated must clearly among the voca-
tional patterns were those related to marriage and educa;
tam. Graduation fruM ullege, vocational major, atten-
dance in graduate sdioul, and unmarried status were must
characteristic of women with ,the highest vocational
patterns. The Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test did nut
disc.rimtnate among the groups, the Minnesota College Apti
tude Test did, but the, groups were not arranged in any
meaningful order. The must successful career group had the
lowest svores. However, it should be noted that women
during the 1930s, 40s and 50s probably had to face a good
deal of sex thscrimmation, which probably affected the
results in many ways:
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Nicholson (1970) examined the later success of mem-
bers. of the Brown University classes of 1950, 1951, and
1952. "Success" was defined as meeting a number of
criteria. reputation fur academic or research accomplish-
ment, contribution to the national community, income,
etc., as judged by a panel of the alunmi 'Uf each class;
Similar judy2ments were made of lists u fBrown alumni from
the same classes who vere included in It'hu:s It'hu and other
national biographies, ur vvliusc bio6raphies in the Brown,
Alumni Murekr seemed to ,rneet the criteria. Altogether,
the 1,105 verbal high scorers (SAT-verbal scores above
approximately 490) were iatevi successful in 26 percent of
the cases,..the 1,022 verbal low scorers (belin 490) were
rated successful in 23 percent of the cases. Later analyies
comparing the mean scores of the successful and unsuccess-
ful groups showed nu significant differences on the SAT-
verbal and SAT-mathematical scons fur either the alumni
who were veterans or those who were nonveterans. How-
ever, among nonveterans, high school class rank and high
school Average were higher for the successful alumni. First
semester college GPA was also higher for the successful
students in both groups.

These studies obtained inconsistent results, suggesting
a small relationship between academic ability and success.
However, this possibility has to be weighed against the
effects of social class, years of education, type of occupa-
tion, .utd degrees obtained. Is there any wak..to sort uut
these influences?

Studies of Occupational,Attainment

Probably the must frequently cited evidence about the
relationship between_ academic ability and ,occupational
attainment is Harrell and Harrell's (1945) study of the ,
ability of World War II enlisted men who had been fn differ-
ent preinduction occupations and Thomdike and Hagen's
(1959) study of the later occupations of 10,000 World War
II Air Force cadets. The Harrell and Harrell study reported
the mean, median, standard deviation, and rante of Army
General ClassificatiortTest scores by male inductees' civilian
oceupations. Fur example, they showed that ai,countants
averaged 128.1, with a range of scores from 94 to 157,
mechanics averaged 106,3, with a range from 60 to 155,
and teamsters averaged 87.7, with a range from 46 to 145.
Although these results suggest a substantial general rela-
tionship between jest scores and occupational attainment,
they are limited by the fact that they are retrospective, i.e.,
the scores of various occupations may have been the result
uf educational ur other experiences rather than differences
in innate ability.

*The Thorndike and .11agen results deal with some of
these problems by, obtaining the test data prior, to data
about subseque0 occupations (12 y ears later). In addition,
Thurndike and Hagen uscd five scores general intellec
tual, numerical fluency, visual perception, mechanical, and



psychumut-or. These ;scdres allowed them tu construct
profiles for the indIviduals in each occupational group. For
example, the cados who eventually became lawyers had
above-average scores un general intellectual capacity and
numerical capacity, but had below-average scores on the
meeshanical and psychomotor tests.

In general, the scores of cadets in different groups were
about as expected. For` example, the cadets whojater were
college professors, engineers, physicians, and scientists had
scored high on the general mtellectual score composites.
Those who later became managers, pharmacists, treasurers,
accountants, anci securities salesmen scored high un the
numencal composite. Those who later became architects,
artists, surveyors, and radio-TV repairmen scored high on
the visual perception compusit- Those wIto later became
airline pilots, carpenters, electricians, and wood-carvers
scored high on the mechanical composite. Cadets who later
became appliance mechanics, machinists, firemen, and
plasterers scored high on the psychomotor composite. Of
these, the general intellectual composite seems closest to a
measure of general academic ability, and the distribution
of later occupations on.the measure is close to what one
would expect. Fort example, the highest-scoring groups
oncluded cadets who later became engineers, physical
scientists, college professors, social scientists', physicians,
treasurers, office m,achine mechanics, and architects. The
groups that were very close to average included cadets who
later became, buyers, artists, clerks, draftsmen, lab techni-
clans, credit managers, and real estate salesmen. The lowest-
scoring groups included cadets who later became produc-
tion-line assemblers, earth niovers, crane operators, welders,
linesmen, painters, pumpmen, and bus and truck drivers. In
general, these groupings mirror the usual status and income
rankings of the same occupations.

Thomdike and Hagen also sought to predict success
within occupations, defined as reported income, vertical
progress within the occupation, stability.in the occupation,
wurk satisfaction, persoual sense uf success, number of
individuals supervised, and lengbi of time spent in the
oclvation. In this case, however, the number of significant
correlations between test scores and the criteria was close
to the number expected by chance. For example, of the
385 correlations Ix ween the composite scores and income,
for 77 occupational roups, only 24, or 6.2 percent were
significant at the .051 I. Thomdike and Ilagen concluded
that the null hypothesis Ined adequate to account for
their results (p. 45).

They noted, however, that several factors worked
against their finding significain validity coefficients ,within
-occupations. Especially important was the fortuitous nature
of the empluyment situation. First, they pointed out that
the criteria were imperfect, describing many of the same
difficulties noted in earlier pages in this review. Second,
their predictors included only tests of ability and a brief
biographical form. Measurqs of personality, interests, social

skills, and the like were not included. Third; their sample '
was preselected, representing roughly the top half of a high
school graduating class. Finally, the heterogeneity of work
within occupations makes prediction difficult. A lawyer or
an accountant may have a small practice in a small town ot
may be employed as a senior official in a Wall Street firm
situations that are probably more due to personal prefer-
ences and personality than to differences in ability.

'In any case, Thomdike and Hagen preserit stro
evidence that ability test scores are related to the occu
tional outcomes of individuals in expected ways.

As impressive as these studies arc, they have been,itys-
filmed because they do not control'for the 'social class
background uf the subjects, the influence of education,
and other personal characteristics that may affect the

results. That is, do the test scores reflect basic abilities that
help tu cause the differences in occupatienal attainment, or
are the test scores the result of favored social position,
educational opportunities, etc.?

g

Analytical Sociological Studies

In an attempt to answer this last question, a number of
sociologists have analyzed the attainment process. They
have attempted to estimate the influence of social class,
ability, education, family influence, and other variables on
the occupational status ur income attained by people in the
United States.

The sociological studies,that have attempted to analyze
the achievement process have-used a variety of samples and
measures. The criteria haVe generally been occupational
status (especially Is defined by Blau and Duncan 1967) and
income. Occupational status means the esteem in which the
occupation is held. For example, a physician would obtain
a high score, a garbage collector a low score. In other
analyses, ocifttkations are grpuped into categc such Is
professional, high managerial, etc., and the category is

assigned a score. Incomehas been treated as a linear variable
ur as a transformed variable, it has sometimes referred to
salary alone and at= othec,tilnesio fotal income. Ilowever,
whatever .the details ofithe defimtions, the basic constructs
of occupational statusand income are the same and reason-
ably clear.

The various studie have examined different career
periods and have obtainq different data at different times.
However, whatever the differences, the basic technique that
has been used is path analysis. This method attempts to
create models of the influence of one variable On another

.and produces estimates uf the amount of, that influence
that may be due to..another intervening variable. This is
much more informative than simple zero-order correlations.

A great ,deal of his research shows that people who
score high on tests oi acavmic ability tend to obtar higher
status jubs and cam more money than people who score
towel. Ilowever, peuple with different social viewpoints
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interpret this finding ditterently . Liberal views,emphasize
the rule of sucial class in -detennining scores and the.
presumed "biases" in the tests themselves (e.g., Block and
Dworkm 197,6, Bowles and Gin tis 19Z6, Kanun 1974)-
More conservative views emphasize the importance of
academic _ability per .se and the_ necessity of socalled
"mid4 class skills values" for a technological society.
Crouse (1979) has reviewed the empirical results bearing on
Ihe effects of academic ability, by reanalyzing the data
from Projiet Talent, ewell and Hauser's (1975) sample,
the Equality Of Edtational Opportunity sample (Alex-
ander,Eckland, and Griffin 1975), the Kalamazoo sample
(Olneck 1976), the SRC sample, and the Armed Forces-
Qualifying test sample (Jencks nd Rainwater 1977).
Crouse attempted to control for such variables as parental
social class and to at'least estimate the role pf ability in

' influencing the extent to which.adolescents are enrolled in
college preparatory curriculums, earn high grades, 'receive
parental and peer encouragement of their college plans, and
receive the attention of their teachers. Crouse concludes
that even ,after controlling for social class, curricular place-
pent, etc., nitire than half of the observed correlation
between test scores and educational ..ttainment remain's. He
leaves open the question as to whether this is due to merit
or to causes that are "unfair" to adolescents with low
ability. Examining the relationSoi between ability and

\earned occupational status, Crouse finds that there is-an
important effect of ability, but that "60'to 80 percent of
the effect is explained by the amount of schoulint, the
indvidual attains . ... Men who fail-to convert their ability
advantage into additional schooling do not havennuch of an
occupational advantage over men with lowerscores."

The effects Of ability on' earnings were that: (1) even
controlling for family -background; a 15-point test-score
difference is associated with a 17 percent difference in
annual earnings in a sample of brothers; (2) the effects of
test performance on earnings increase with age; (3) al-
though differences in earnings are partially due to educa-
tional attainment "nearly twothirds of the effect of test
scores on earnings is independent of men' education ....
A 15-point testscore difference between men With the
same amount of education is associated with as much' as a
14 percent difference in their annual earnings;" (4) "the
effects of test performance on earnings are not very large
relative to the overall earn gi gap between the rich and
the poor in general." Late , .ncks et al. (1979) noted that
the result of their Who Gets Ahead? study ". . . suggests
that the correlation between adolescent test performance
and adult economic success is probably somewhat higher
than Inequality implied . . . our results do not, however,
suggest that adult test scores are more closely related to
adult economic success than,Inequality claimed."

These results have been summarized by Seligman (1981)
as follows:

Take, fur exximple, the relationship between I.Q. and
irn..ome. In its purest form that 60 after subtrat.,ling out
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the effet..ts un inonne o1 su..h 1,14..turs as age, region of
the 4..ountry , and the state of the et..unomy at the time
the data were ,ollet..ted the "4..oeffment oft.orrelation"
is estimated to be quite high, around 0.6. That number
signifies a strong and posiae, although far trom per-
fect, relationship between LQ. and income. The square
of the number, which is .36, is the so-called/coefficient
of determinationwhich tells us that 36% df the varia-
tion in income rehects I.Q. differences. Other relation-
ships between LQ. and income are reported in the
seafnd Jencks study. It notes, for example, that among
other MSC identn..al indwiduals, int.,reasing I.Q. sLores by,
aboA 15 LQ. pvints int.,reases xpe t. t d lifetime earn-
igs XI to 30. A 15-point difference in brothers'
scQres is assbciated with a 13.87, difference in their
earnings, assuming that they 'have the same amount of
schooling. So you have to conclude that above-average
I.Q.s mean you'll probably have above-average incomes,
and vice versa.

Similar probabilistic statements might be made
dbout your occupational status. The measurement of
status, a major product of the s000logy industry, is
routed in surveys in whia respondents have ranked
many different oLcupations by the prestige they felt
was assowuted with each. For exeirriple, on the fathous
Duncan Index of 04..cupational4atus, the rankings
proceed froth, the zero given to laborers in tobacco
plants. to figures in the 90s for, say, judges. While I.Q. is
probably the single best predictor of income, educa-
tional' level is best for occupational status. Who Geis
ilheM? estimates that high-school graduates outrank
elementary-school graduates by 11.6 points and ate in
turn outranked by college graduates by 25.6oints.
(p. 66)

The specific details of the studies reviewed by Crouse
and Jencks and other studies are too technical and numer-
ous to go into in this review, but the general consensus
about thee role of ability is that its direct effects, especially
on income, are consistent but moderate. Most of the effect
of ability is in its "indirect': influence on years of educa-
tion, which then influences attainment. That is, high
academic ability allows one to obtain greater amounts of
education, which in turn allows one entry to higher-status
occupations and thereby to obtain higher incomes. Put
another way, high-ability people without a good deal, of
education are much less likely to have high occupational
attainment than high-ability people with a good deal of
education. Even moderately able people with many years of
education are more likely to havp high occupational attain-
ment than high-ability people without many years of duca-
tion. The mechanism of educationwhy it should live such
effectsis, a matter of controversy. The tradition view of
educators is that people are taught general conipetencies
that are broadly useful in occupations. and, in some cases,
specific skills that lead to' success in a specific area. Some
radical critics, on the other hand, claim that schooling is
simply a matter of credentialing and gatekeeping; that is,
it is- the high school diploma, the college degree, or the
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professional certifkattan that matters, not the learning of
skills thatare really esSential for the work.

The role of grades tends to be s:niilar to that of acaer-
dennc ability. Higher grades allow individuals to obtain
greater amounts of education, which iii tum, leads to higher-
level occupations and higher income. The airect-effect of
grades on occupational status and income is fairly small.

Conclusion

In sum, acadetilic ability :plays two roles in the process of
attaining status and income. The first is a direct effect'
,the higher une scores orhan academic ability test, the higher
the attainment. The second role is tu increase the probability
that the individual will obtaln education.' the higher une
scores on an academic ability test, the more years of educa-
tion obtS61 and, subsequently, the higher the level cif%
attainment. The mechanism by whicit this, latter effect
takes place is a matter of differing opinions. One view fs
that the tests are simply surroiates for class-related variables
that permeate our educational sy§tem. Another is tha,t testi
measure the capacity -to profit by instruction. Certainly the

tests measure abilities and skills necessarylo do well and to
advance in .the educational system. Fulthermore, studies of
the extent to which grades and academic ability tests

merely reflect social class biases indicate that both grades
and tests are.essentially "class-free."

In suth, there ii much evidence that moreacadentically
able people are more "successful," in terms of economic
and occupational attainment than less academically abIS,
people. Many othtlit factors affect success, of course, so the
relationship is-not perfect. However, for academically able
people to attain:success, they have to make nse of their
ability by attaining education. Without education it appears
that raw academic ability will not lead to nearb as high
levels of success as with education.

THETERMAN STUDIES OF THE GIFTED

In 1921, Louis Terman of Stanford Ciniversity began a

study which is still under4ay. Using they Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Test (and other tests in a few cases), he and his
coworkers identified a group of r,528 children, from grades
3 to 12, most of whom had-IQ scores of 140 or above. This

gioup has been followed up intensively for inore limn 50
years. In the last published results (Oden 1968), the group
had reached an average age of 49.5 and a small proportionhad

died. Thus, the group had' clearly had opportunities tb
demonstrate their capacity for achievement. The report§ of
the surveys show that the group had attained a very high

average level of educhtion, 69 percent had finished college,

9 percent had earned doctorates, 8 percent had Obtained

law degrees, and 5 percent held M.D.& The reports show

that their incomes and occupational status were far above

1

the average of the population. Their, social contributions
.

were summarize.4 by Oden in 1968:

+.

3

In spite uf their vowtional aaievements. the inajii'rity
of gifted men have EQ.und time to partkiPate in civic
and community affairs. The most frequent activity for
men, reported by 31 per cent, has been participation in
youth welfare programs including Boy Scouts, Little
League, .."Y" recreational activities, Big Brother, and
sikairk groups. Close to 20 per cent have serv141 on
schlol boards, city or county planning conunissions,
city councils, Grand Junes, boards of directors °of

philanthropk, and welfare organizations, and M various
..apauties indo.ting fund-iaismg in utlicr '..ommunity
and philanthropk. programs. A number of' nien have
won publk, re..ugnition and honor fol their contribu-
tions. Among these are 21 men wilt) have received such
dtations as Citizen of the Year or Man of tke Year, Dis-
tinguished Civilian Service Award, Distinguishe&Service
to Boyhood niedal.' At least four men have been ap-
poirtteil at the state level to a Governor's Advisary
Board and eight men have served on national advisory
committees or councils.

Although many of the men have' manifested con-
siderable mterest and activity in.politkal as well as
LaIG affairs and ..unununity bfe, the number who have
sought eleaion to public offke is not very great. One
man formay in the state legislature as later elected fo
a high office in the executive' branth of the state govern-
ment. rive men have been elected to judgeships ,four
Superior Court and one Appellate Court. At the local
kvel, at least three m9daipave been elected mayor of
their cities. The list of politicarbffices 'held includes
15 to..20 men who have been elected to county or state
central committees of the, Republican or Democratic
party, as well as several delegates to the pational con-
ventions ot their party. Others have held uffke in local
Demoaatk. ur Republwan aubs. Among *ler political
activities are a hundred or more men who report service
as precinct workers, ellitiOn board officers, and a great
deal ot miscellaneous party work on behalf of the can-
didate or party of their choice at election time. In addi-
tion to the men who have held elective public office,
there are also several who have been unsuccessful can-
didates ,for office. These include one who ran for a scat
in the United States Senate, one candidate for a Superior
Court judgeship, and one who ran for the position of
pistrkt Attorney. . Three men have competed unsuccess-
fully for election to their state legislature, and several
others have been defeated in a, try for election to local
office.

The Most outstanding positions in public service
held by the gifted men are appointive. Among ttese is
the' head of one of the most important departments,

4 next /o cabinet level, in the federal government. Others
holding high level appointive positions in the federal
government include twu ambass*adors and five men in
exeyutive - positions in various divisions of the State
Department. Still others are officials in the Federal
Reserve Board, Departnet of Justice, Atomic 1:nergy.
Commission, National Aeronautical Space Administra-

t
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nun, and Veterans Adnnnistration. Three men are
assigned to the Uinted Nations in tharge of programs in
foreign countries and two men arc on the staffs uf
United Stateh senators as sqcial advisers. (pp. 20-21) .

A
Similarly, Oden summarizes the writing, professionaf,

and scientific accomplishments of the group:

Alk The men range from top-ranking members ot university
fatuities, famed suentists, men distinguished in the arts
ind humanities, high level corporate officials and execu-
tives, to semiskilled occupations. The group is pretty .

wenuriLentrated on the upper rungs of the vuLational
ladder with only a few on the loWer stps. There is nu
evidence that the men with jewer Vocational achieye:_.
ments are any less able intellectually than .thop whO
have reached high placed% In some instances their Vpea-
tion was determined by educational or occupatili.pal:
opportunities, in others byf health, and in still others it
was a matter of deliberate choice of a simple, less cony
petitive way of life.

The list of distinctions and honors that have been
won is a long pne. Three men have been elected to.the
National tAcademy of Sciences and two to the American
Philosophical Society. Six are included in International
Who's Who. 46`in 1,tho's Who in America, 10 in The
Dictionary of American Scholars, and 81 in American
Men of Science. There are many additional listings in
regional and other specialized biographical volumd.
The aeluveinents of these men also iRclude an impres-
sive nu6ber of publications. Some 25001rticles .and
papers and more than 200 books and ,monographs in
tha.suenLes, arts, and humarkities have been published
and at least 350 patents granted. lvtisLellaneous amides
tteLliniLal, travel, hobby, Litt-) number around 350.
Other publiLations inuude close .to 400 short stories,
55 essay s and Lritiquee, and a sinalf amount of poetry
and several musical compositions. Not included in the
foregoing count are the profeesional output of editors
and journalists or the many radio, TV, and motion pic-
ture scripts that have been authored. Both Architects
and artists as well as several avocational photographers
have had their work chosesn for exhibit. In addition to
two men, one of whom is a-professor and chairman of
the art department of a large University and also an
artist uf Lonside..:9e distintdion, and the other a painter
and teather of private doses in art, 10 men employed
in other fields are also gifted Rainters who devote their
leisure time to art. Several .of these men, most notably
two high school teachers, have produced sowe dis-
tinguished woiks which have been shown in galleries
'and won prizes and sales for the artists. Musicians 'are
less' frequent than artists among the men; there ,are,
however, dhree musicians on university faculties, two as
heads oi the depareftent of mu.ae. Four men are per-
formers or Lhoral dirittors in the field of entertainment.
(pp. 19-20)

Although these accomplishments are impressive, un-
foitunately their significance is difficult to determine. First,
one cannot compare these accomplishmc.nts with those of
any other group. Although the reports meticulously record
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the-percentages and frurencies of the groups' responses to
opinion items, tlieir ratings of their marital satisfaction, and
so forth, there is.no similar detailed information about their
accomplishments. In fact, the only information provided
about their accomplishments is contained in the paragraphs
just quoted. There are no tables, frequencies, percentages,
averages, or any numerical information other than the
paragraphs. However, even with such information, there
would need to be comparable data on the accomplisl ments
of individuals with similar, educations and ages but wil
lower sco'res on the intelligence.test. Withuut such com ara-
tive infonnation, there is simply', no way to know whether

. the highly intelligent,Terman group has achieved more than
other similargroups whicli differ only in mtelligence scores.

Furthermore, as Oden has suggested-, it is difficult to
disentangle the role of intelligence from the role of social
class in the accomplishments of the group.

In the total.pieture, the variables most closely associated
with vocational success are a home 'background in
which the,parents place a high value on education, en-
courage independence and initiative, and expect a high
level of accoinplishment; good mental health and all-
round social and emotional adjustment; and the posses-
sion, of certain traits and characteristics,of personadty.
(p. 92)

However, there are some suggestive comparisons in the
Terman study, those of "successful" amid "unsuccessful"
members of thc group. Oden (196.8) reported a large num-
ber of differences between the two groups denoted as "A"
and "C.': The A-group members were successful in their
professions, their private lives, and their adjustment to life.
The typical "A" individual was a produetive and lively pro-
fessional. The C group included people living off estates and
doing nothing else, alcoholics, and perennial students; but
more commonly, they were in skilled trades and clencal
positions. Although there was a slight difference in child-
hood intelligence test scores, the largest differences were in
several other areas. Firs, the A parents were of higher ;
social class than the C pareAts. Tile A parents had better
education; the A fathers were more' often professionals
and had more community and professional honors. The A
hioines had more intelleLtual resourLes, such as large li-
braries. The Cs more often came nom broken or divided
homes, and homes where money for the children's educa-
tional costs was more of an.issue than in the A homes. The
A parents gave mpre encouragement to their children's
initiative, independence, success in school, and desires to go
to college. The 'As graduated from college in greher num-
bers than the Cs '(92 to 40 percent); they also achieved
many more advanced degrees. Finally, the subjects !lad
been rated by their parents and teachers as children in 1922.
ThiStesults showed the As to rate higher on "prudence and
forethought," "self-confidence," "will power and persever-
ance," and "desire to extel." In 1940, the subjects were
rated again, this time ny themselves, their wives, and their
pzrents. The As were rated higher than the Cs on "integra-
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(nom toward guals,"-"perseverance," "self-confidence," and
*absence of infenority feelings." The subjects rated them-
selves again in 1950 with the same results, except for the
.last category. They were 'alio rated by field workers in 1940
and 1950. The variables were selectertri.rover areas not
covered by the earlier ratings; The ratings which best dis-
cmminated the groups in 1950 were, in descending order,
onginality, curiosity, poise, alertness, appearance,' atten.
tiveness, attractiveness, and speech.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of these results is the
expectedly small role of intelligence scores, compared to
the influence of social class, educational level attained, and
personality traits reflecting personal stability, social im-
pressivelless, and ambition.

In short; the typical member of the sample who was
chosen for his ur her scores on the Stanford-Binet in the
1920s has turned out to be a healthy, prosperous middle-

class professional who, like most people, is not a genius.
In any case, their accomplishments cannot be reliably
assessed until there is comparable information about the
accomplishments of individuals who obtained the same edu-

cations but who had.lowet intelligence scores. Furthermore,
the rCsults of the Tennan study only indirectly bear 9n the
question of the overall relationship of academic ability to
high-level accomplishment, because the sample is so ex-
treme.

As Keating (1975) has pointed out in antrticle.on pos-
sible sampling bias in the Tennan study, the sample is even
more extreme than 140.plus. If a normal curve of iiiiel-
ligence were used, the mean IQ of a sample above 140
would be 145; Terman's sample averaged 151, a difference
significant at the .001 level. The sample includes consider-
ably fewer cases than expected in the.140.to-I45 zone and
many more than expected in the 146-to-155 zone. The
mean of the sample is at a score Attained by fewer than
1110 of 1 percent of the sample. Thus, even if there were a

small correlation between accomplisriment and intelli-
gence, a group selected at such an extreme leyel of intelli-
gence would be expected to show considerable achieve-
ments, simply because of the selection ratio (Taylor and
Russell 1939).

In sum, it is difficult to assess the relevance of the
Terman study to the question of the. ielationship between
acallemic ability and accomplishment. The information on
their accomplishments is not fully recorded. There is no
comparative informatiun on a similar sample of lower IQ.
The sampic was selected at such an extreme leverthat gen.

eraliztions are hazardoui. However, it is clear that the
persons included in the sample accomplished a good deal,
and 1t is hard to argue that their accomplislithents are not
due, in large part, to their academic ability.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

What can we conclude about the relationship between
academic ability, academic success, and high-level real-

life accomplishment? Perhaps the most reasonable position
Is that academic talent is related to high-le.vel accomplish-
ments in conjunction with several other variables.

The Berkeley studies 'found essentially nu differences
between the academic ability oi intelligence test scores of
the creative and uncreative groups, the major differences
between the groups seemed to be personality measures.
Ilowever, IQs below 120 were seldom fdund among the
groups of scientists, mathematicians, architects, and writers,
which suggests that a. certain level of academic ability is
needed to master these_fields.

The Terman longitudinal study shows that individuals
withligh Stanford-Bhiet test scores accomplish a good deal,
although the level of accomplishment is somewhat uncer-
tain because of the ambiguities of the reports of the prop
ect. The comparisons of "successful" and "unsuccessful"
members of the sample .demonstrated essentially trivial

differences in test scores; but showed the importance .of
personality in this very highly selected group.

The studies of scientists, engineers, and physicians
showed scattered correlations between accomplishments
and academic ability scores and grades, which may not be
surprising considering the diversity of criteria and samples.

line studies of managerial and business success, al-
though sometimes done with sophistication, have to be
interpreted cautiously. However, within these samples,

there seemed to be low relationships between accomplish.
ments and the individual's estimated ability scores. The
studies of particular occupational settings are a mixed
group using a wide range of criteria; but, in general, they
suggest some link between academic ability and accont.
plishmeRts.

The National Merit Scholarship Corporation and the
American College Testing Program studies and the othe-
studies of student accoMplishment are limited by the fact
that they were Londucted among college applicants and col-
lege students, so the ldel of accomplishment may not be as
higk as that in the other studies reviewed. However, there is
no reason tu believe Chat the relationship between academic

talent and ak.k.umplishment should be greatly different for
college students than for adults. The accomplishments are
real ones, even if they are at the college level. The American
College Testing samples represent a broad range of talent.
These studies found low positive relationships between
academic talent and accomplishment..

The studies of general suk.k.ess and the sociological
studies showed some direct effects uf aLademic ability and
grades on ock.upational status and income. Must of the over-

all effects uf ability and grades are due to the greater
amounts of eduk.ation they allow. These results lead to
questions abuut the meaning of education and degrees; but,
in general, they suggest that academic ability and academic
performance affect academic success and progress, which
in turn lead to declinational opportunities.

The meaning of these results .may become clearer if we
use an analogy from sports. Let us say we have a measure of
height, collected at some time in the school years. A
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student who is tall would be more likely to do well
in a sport such as basketball than a shorter student.
However, the student would not do at all well without at
least some training in basketball. Clearly, excellence in
basketball is also influenced sby the student's other quali-
ties --coordination, strength, balance, competitiveness, etc.
All of this may be cOnsidered as analogous to the relation-
ship between measures of aCademic . ability and occupa-
tional attainment. Like height in basketball, academic
ability is important in occupationarattainment; but, like
hong coached in basketball, education plays a vital role in
the attainment process. Again, ticcupational attainment is
alSo influenced by other factors, such as motivation, in-
ventiveness, special talents, etc. To return to basketball, it is
alsu deal that good ,ua,lung ami sometimes ovei,ume
deliaeikaes in height, Likewise, good edut,ation ,andielp a

Tersoli with low to moderate academie ability reach high
levels,of occupational attainment. Also'note that the more
effe,the the 1.. uat,hing, the lower the ,urrelation between
height and suess in basketball, and the more effective the
edikation; the lower the correlation between academic
ability, and occupatiofial success.

One trend whidi merits further investigation was fujand
in several uf the studies, wlikh indkatea that abilities ur
skills of importame in particular ficlds arc more prakthe
of sueetss in those fields than tests of general academic
ability.. For example, in the NSF studies, tests uf spejfk
knowledge in the fields uf advan,ed study the applkants
planned to pursue predided later aumplishment better
than the more general GRE tests. In several uf the indus-
trial studies, tests designed fur the professions that were
the topi, uf the study also predkted later aumplishinent
better than tests uf general ,kadeinir, ability. Several other
findings were similar, sudi as the Holland and Richards
results showing that, in ,ertain areas. achievement measures
did help predkt nuria,adenik aumplishment. Fur exam-
ple. a test uf English usage and knowledge ptedi,ted witting
adrievement, but a general ,uniposite measure did nut.
Several studies in business snowed that second-year business

school grades were related tu managerial suk.,cess, but ad-
missions tests were nut. All of these results can IN inter-

as showing that ability and training whkh isdirectly
related tu a field dues predia later aornplishment in the
field. Of ,ourse, the elements uf ar,hievement in many fields
ale so ,umplex that nu test ,ould assess them all. Perhaps
this a,,uunt fur the ,unsistent result that biograplmal In-
formation about past aumplishments m a given area or
about ,ktivities snuilar ur preliminary tu a,,umphshinent iii
that area arc the best piedkturs uf later aewmplishment
(Baud 197o). Brographkal information ,an abbess a broader
range of relevent behavior more efficiently than ,an a test.
In any ,ase, general aadewr ability measures,do nut have
the speeilkity uf these measures, and they are designed to
predhA genera/ 4,adenik surkess a,russ many diffeient
kinds of programs.
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Creative
Behavior

A B C

Convergent Thii\king

Figure 1. Fan-Shaped Distribution of Relationship
between Convergent Thinking and Creative
Behavior

Beyond flit: nature uf the tests developed to assess
general &Adorn, ability, there is another possible explana-
tion fur the relatively low iehalitnship bo'CAKiva,ademie
ability and a,eumplishment. Gni1id (19(18) sununarized a
,unsidelable number uf studies thaNeported scatterpluts of
the relationship uf s,ures on `:eunvergent" and "divergent"
ability tests Anal showed a typkal shape, as shown in
Figure I.

lu Godford's system "euriergent" ahilities include
at,adeink ability., whereas "div rgent abilities indude,e\

allolls ..apadties that Guil ford eheves are related to
6 Nam rkt,umplishment. Overall, there was a general,
small, ,orrelational relationship betwevt eunvergent and
divergent ability tests. Few individuals wiku were quite low
on the,.,onvergent ability tests sewed high vr the diveigent
ability tests. Alttiough sunk indrviduals who'st,uted high on
a test of ,unvergent thinking also seured hig4n test of
divergent thinking, 111,14 did nut. However, the m in point
lb that the highest st,U1c1bUll llictlbules of diveigen think.
ing also tended tu have high swres on measures of e nvL-

..
gent thinking.

Thus, although there may be low overall eurrelatiukis
between conver.gent and thvergent thinking, there may be ?i,,,
,riti,al relationship when the enure spectrum of ability is \
studied. Fur example, if we linnt the distribution tu those
who are eullege applkants seuring (above point A, for \
example), the ,urrelation would be mud' lower. And if we
limit the distribution tu 6 ullege graduates (above Puna,
fur example), the ,urrelation becomes even smaller, and If
we limit thii distribution tu graduates of graduate or pro.
fessional school (above point C, fur example), the correla-
tion would be close to zero. It is clear that, within any of
these groups, any further seleetion un measures of conver-
gent thinking would itut inreasC the porportion of people
who demonstrate Lreative behavior, although the average
inddelke uf 6 rdative behavior would be higher lhan that of
groups scoring lower on measures of convergent thinking.



It Gui Hord's idea ,. ale accurate, it would- be virtually
impossible to demonstrate a strong wlatiorship betwe,en
academic ability arid creative or high-level accomplishment
nalun any occupational or educational group. It may also
be difficult to demonstrate d strong relationship across. all
levels of academic ability , although the highest levels of
accomplishment would besxpected among people with the
highest academic ability. It should be noted that high aca-
demic abtlity is noltuarantee of high-level attainment.

This point is similar to that made by observers such as
Spaeth (1)761 who notes that'

It should be pointed out that any argument c4ing a low
correlation between educational attainment or low test
scores and rob performance is invalid evidence of the
inettectiveness ot cognitive variables as determinants of
occupational status. Since educational attainment pro-
vides entr i+. to an occupation and since the incumbent
ot an occupation is accorded the preskige of that occu-
pation on the day that he enteis it. such a low correla-
non is clearly a matter of false partiading (Gordon,
1968). That is. analyses of job performance must take
into account the process by which job incumbents
gained entry to their positions. It is all too common for
analyses ot persons in particular occupations to view
the process as if entering an occupation were not the
culmination of years of socialization, training, and
selection. This oversight leads to the interpretation of
correlations observed within occupations as if they were
zero-order correlations pertaining to broader popula-
tions.

In sum. it appears that academic ability is clearly a pre-
requisite to higher levels of education and thus a pre-
,Nuisne to entrance to %.arious high-level occupations.
People who enter these various occupations tend to be
similar in a number of otht talents and traits as well as In
academic ability Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish
among people who tend to share common peisonal charac-
teristics, educational experiences, ard professional values.
Although a certain level,of academie ability is,required for
entrance to the training demanded of people in the occupa-

,tion. it would be very difficult to demonstrate a high corre-
lation between ability and success within these o^cupations.
In. fact, considering these difficulties, some of the correla-
tions repated in this review may be surprisingly high. The
full force of academic ability can be seen only across
occupations, and ability levels. These studies show that
academic ability is related to educational and occupational
attainTent, broadly defined. Of course, the same studies
show that a host of other variables are also related to attain
ment, which may tend to mute the. direct effect of aca-
demic ability. In general, however, academic ability does
appear to play a significant role in accomplishment across
c.:cupations.
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